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1. For the Iowa Corn Yield Test the state is divided into 
four sections. Each section is further divided into three dis­
tricts with a testing field located in each of the 12 districts.
2. Entries are planted in all three districts of a section. An 
entrant is not permitted to enter any one variety in more than 
two sections, and those must be adjoining. There were 226 
section entries in the 1943 test.
3. The number of bushels of seed of the variety produced 
by the entrant in 1942 determined whether it was placed in the 
regular or the experimental class. The entries in these two 
classes were grown in an equal number of replicated plots and 
handled in a comparable manner during the testing procedure.
4. The seed used for planting all the regular entries and a 
portion of the experimental entries was obtained by repre­
sentatives of the Iowa Corn and Small Grain Growers’ Associ­
ation from warehouses, on the market and from supplies pur­
chased by farmers. Seed used for planting the composite en­
tries was obtained from several producers.
5. Each entry was replicated six times in each district of the 
section in which entered. In District 11 the test plot was 
destroyed by excessive water following planting. Three of 
the six replications in District 7 and in District 9 were dis­
carded because of poor stands.
6. Data on each entry in each district include yield, stand, 
moisture, root and stalk lodging, ear height, dropped ears and 
damaged corn. A performance score based upon yield, dry 
matter content, lodging resistance, freedom from dropped ears 
and freedom from damaged corn has been computed. It is 
used as a means of ranking the various entries in each table.
7. The analysis of variance was calculated for each district. 
The number of bushels necessary for a significant difference 
between the yield of any two entries is indicated in each dis­
trict and section table.
8. Summary tables are presented showing the average per­
formance over a period of years for entries in the 1943 test 
identical with those of 1, 2, or 3 previous years.
9. The average acre yield was slightly higher than in 1942, 
while the average stand was the lowest since 1936. The average 
moisture percentage was -higher than in any of the previous 8 
years. The average of lodging, dropped ears and damaged 
corn was considerably less than the average for the years 1935 
to 1943, inclusive.
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The 1943 Iowa Corn Yield Test1
By Joe L. R obinson2 and F rancis Reiss3
PURPOSE
The Iowa Corn Yield Test attempts to make available an im­
partial evaluation of various hybrid combinations in respect to 
yielding ability, lodging resistance, maturity and other agro­
nomic characteristics. It is believed that the information pre­
sented in this bulletin may be of value to both the purchaser 
and the producer of hybrid corn seed, showing as it does the 
relative performance of various hybrids in different parts of 
the state. Data are presented on each entry for yield, stand, 
moisture, root and stalk lodging, dropped ears, ear height and 
damaged corn. A performance score has been used as a means 
of evaluating relative agronomic value of the different hybrids.
ENTRIES
Entries were divided into two classes, designated as experi­
mental and regular. Hybrids represented to be produced by 
the entrant in a quantity less than 50 bushels were included in 
the experimental class, while those represented to be produced 
in â quantity greater than 50 bushels were included in the 
regular class. Entries were accepted only on a section basis 
under the name of the producer of the seed, with the exception 
of composite entries made by the Iowa Agricultural Experi­
ment Association.
The Farm Crops Subsection and the U.S.D.A. were per­
mitted, jointly, to make 16 experimental entries in each section, 
the Genetics Section was permitted two experimental entries 
per section, and the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Associa­
tion was permitted to make a sufficient number of composite
*Project 161 of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. The Iowa Corn Yield 
Test is conducted cooperatively by the Iowa Corn and Small Grain Growers’ Associa­
tion and the Farm Crops Subsection, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
Secretary of the Iowa Com and Small Grain Growers’ Association, Research Asso­
ciate Professor of Agronomy, Iowa State College.
* Assistant Secretary of the Iowa Com and Small Grain Growers’ Association, Re­
search Associate Farm Crops Subsection, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
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entries to establish necessary performance records for certifi­
cation. An individual or concern other than those previously 
specified was permitted four entries per section, one of which 
must have been produced in excess of 5,000 bushels, one in ex­
cess of 1,000 bushels, one in excess of 300 bushels and one in 
quantities of less than 300 bushels. No individual or concern 
was permitted to enter the same variety in more than two 
sections, and those sections must have been adjoining.
Forty-nine entries were tested in the Northern and Southern 
sections and 64 in the North Central and South Central sec­
tions. When the total number of entries per section exceeded 
the number that could be tested, they were reduced to that 
number by a prearranged method. It was necessary to use the 
reducing method in all four of the sections. There were a total 
of 226 section entries tested in 1943, as compared with 317 in 
1942. The distribution of these entries between the regular 
and the experimental class for each of the four sections is 
shown in table 1.
TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES IN  THE 1943 IOW A CORN YIELD TEST.
Section Regular Experimental Total
Northern (Districts 1.1 2, 3) -.................. 43 6 49
North Central (Districts 4, 5, 6) _ 52 12 64
South Central (Districts 7, 8, 9) ______ 54 10 64
Southern (Districts 10, 11, 12) _______ 44 5 49
Total ...... ......1................... 193 33 226
LOCATION OF TEST FIELDS
For the purpose of the yield test the state was divided into 
four sections, Northern, North Central, South Central and 
Southern. Each section also was divided into three districts 
from west to east making a total of 12 districts. The division 
of the state into sections and districts is shown in fig. 1. A 
test field was located in each district. The name and address 
of the cooperator on whose farm the test field was located, to­
gether with the dates of planting and harvesting, are given in 
table 2.
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TABLE 2. LOCATION OF TEST FIELDS AND DATES OF PLANTING  
AND HARVESTING
Cooperator Post office County Dateplanted
Date
harvested
1 Alvin Linch Sheldon Sioux May 11 Oct. 15
2 Bruce Carson Leland Winnebago May 18 Oct. 19
3 John Brockmeyer Lime Springs Howard May 14-17 Oct. 22
4 J. N . Horlacher 
& Son Storm Lake Buena Vista May 10 Oct. 13
5 R. W . Hagie Clarion Wright May 7 Oct. 21
6 Lewis Greaser Vinton Benton May 14 Oct. 20-21
7 John Oeser Westside Crawford May 21 Oct. 26-27
8 C. C. Ross Ames Story May 22 Oct. 28
9 Louis Thordsen Tipton Cedar May 13 Oct. 18-19










May 28-29 Nov. 2
METHOD OF OBTAINING SEED
At the time application for entry was made the entrant in­
dicated the number of bushels of the variety produced in 1942 
and the location on March 13, 1943, of at least one-half the 
total supply of seed, for entries in the regular class and the 
entire supply of seed for entries in the experimental class. 
The method used for obtaining seed for the 1943 planting was 
similar to that followed since 1939 wherein a representative 
of the Iowa Corn and Small Grain Growers’ Association col-
6
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lected sample for all entries in the regular class with the ex­
ception of the composite entries, and the major portion of the 
entries in the experimental class. The samples for the regular 
class were obtained from supplies of seed in the possession of 
the entrant, on the market, or from seed already purchased by 
farmers. Producers were requested to supply small samples 
for making up the seed for the composite entries.
IDENTIFICATION OF ENTRIES
At the time the seed was packaged for planting each entry 
was given a number by which it was identified throughout the 
season. At planting time a list of these numbers, together 
with the corresponding variety designation and entrant’s name, 
was placed in the College Savings Bank at Ames. A sealed 
copy of the list also was forwarded to the president of the Iowa 
Corn and Small Grain Growers’ Association for safe keeping. 
The identification list was not removed from the bank until 
after all the district and section calculations. had been com­
pleted and a sealed copy of the same forwarded to the president 
of the Iowa Corn and Small Grain Growers’ Association. The 
identity of any of the various entries was not known by any­
one during the period of conducting the yield test and calculat­
ing the results.
METHOD USED
Each entry was planted in a plot two hills wide and 10 hills 
long, replicated six times in a triple lattice design. The dis­
tribution of the entries in each block and the distribution of 
the blocks in each replication were randomized. A 7x7 triple 
lattice design was used for testing the 49 entries in the North.- 
ern and Southern sections, arid an 8x8 triple lattice for testing 
the 64 entries in the North Central and South Central sections.
In order to insure a uniform number of kernels to the hill 
the seed was hand planted. All plantings were at the rate of 
three kernels per hill.
The data for percent stand, ear height and missing hills were 
obtained during the latter part of August. All other field data 
were collected at harvest. Ear height is reported in grades
7
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ranging from 1 to 5. The place of attachment of the shank to 
the stalk was used in determining the ear height. The distance 
from the base of the stalk to the place of attachment of the 
shank to the stalk for the various grades is as follows:
Grade 1 Under 24 inches
Grade 2 24-36 inches
Grade 3 36-48 inches
Grade 4 48-60 inches
Grade 5 Over 60 inches
Stalk lodging was determined by counting the number of 
plants broken below the ear, and this number is expressed 
in percent of the total number of plants. Root lodging also 
was determined in a similar manner for all stalks that were 
leaning more than 30 degrees or stalks whose position in­
dicated a weak root system. The percentage of dropped ears 
was determined by dividing the number of ears detached 
' from the stalks by the number pf plants. The data for lodging 
and dropped ears were obtained immediately preceding harvest. 
Two samples for moisture and one for damaged corn determin­
ations were obtained for each entry in each district at harvest 
time by removing two rows of kernels from each of 45 ears 
taken at random from three of the six replications. Moisture 
determinations were made with a Tag-Heppenstall moisture 
meter. The results are reported as an average of the duplicate 
samples. The damaged corn determinations were made by 
A. V. Tischer, Federal Licensed Grain Inspector, Des Moines, 
Iowa.
Except when abnormal conditions were encountered the 
data for each district are the average of six, 20-hill plots, and 
the data for each section are the average of 18, 20-hill plots. 
Field weights were corrected for plots having five or less 
missing hills. No corrections were made for an imperfect 
stand unless the entire hill was missing. In those cases where 
an individual plot had more than five missing hills the data for 
that plot were not included, although a theoretical yield was 
calculated for that plot. All such corrections were made before 
computation of the analysis of variance. The field weight of
8
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ear corn was converted to bushels per acre on the basis of IS 
percent moisture in the grain.
Each entry is ranked in the various tables on the basis of a 
performance score. In computing the performance score, yield 
was expressed as percentage of the average of all entries, while' 
dry matter content of the grain, lodging resistance, ears on 
the stalks and undamaged corn were expressed as an adjusted 
percentage of the average of all entries. The adjusted per- 
centage was obtained by multiplying the deviation from 100 
percent by one and one-half. In the final performance score, 
yield was weighted 50 percent; dry matter content of the 
grain, 20 percent; lodging resistance, ears on the stalks and 
undamaged corn, 10 percent each. A separate performance 
score was calculated for each district and each section. In the 
period of years tables the average percentage of damaged corn 
does not include data for 1942.
ABNORMAL CONDITIONS
A large number of plots had more than five missing hills in 
three replications of the District 7 field making it desirable to 
discard these replications. Three replications also were dis­
carded at the District 9 field because of severe damage by 
excess moisture. The relatively high experimental error in 
this field is due partly to variability caused by water damage 
on one end of the remaining three replications. Even with this 
damage, it was believed the data were sufficiently reliable to 
include in the report.
Poor stands also occurred at the fields in Districts 4 and 6 
because of failure of some entries to germinate under the pre­
vailing conditions of soil temperature and moisture. Several 
entries had more than five missing hills in their respective 
plots in each of the replications in the District 6 and 9 fields. 
In order to obtain information on stand, lodging, ear height 
and dropped ears for those particular entries, the data from 
such plots were used. In all other cases the data for stand, 
lodging, ear height and dropped ears are the average of the 
plots having five or less missing hills.
Heavy rainfall at the District 11 field resulted in the plot be­
ing covered with water for a sufficient time to destroy the
9
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corn. Since seed was not available for several of the experi­
mental entries this field was not replanted.
PEDIGREES
The following list of pedigrees for the “open-pedigree” hy­
brids in the 1943 Iowa Corn Yield Test is presented.
Illinois Hybrid 101 — (W F9 x M14) x (CC7 x 187-2)
Illinois Hybrid 201 — (W F9 x 38-11) x (187-2 x L317) 
Illinois Hybird 247 — (187-2 x 38-11) x (Hy x L317)
Illinois Hybrid 374— (187-2 x L317) x (Hy x R4)
Illinois Hybrid 751 — (W F9 x Hy) x (A x 90)
Indiana Hybrid 210B — (W F9 x 1234) x (H5 x M14) 
Indiana Hybrid 416B — (W F9 x Hy) x (M14 x 90)
Indiana Hybrid 432 — (W F9 x R4 x (R289 x 1234)
Indiana Hybrid 608C — (W F9 x Hy) x (A x Tr)
Iowa Hybrid 303 — (L289 x 1205) x (W F9 x R4) 
IowaHybrid 306 — (L289 x 1205) x (W F9 x Os420)
Iowa Hybrid 931 — (Os420 x Os426) x (L289 x C1447)
Iowa Hybrid 939 — (L289 x 1205) x (Os420 x Os426)
Iowa Hybrid 3110 — (1224 x 1159) x (L289x R317)
Iowa Hybrid 3553 — (W F9 xR4) x (1205 x 1234)
Iowa Hybrid 4020— (W F9 x 38-11) x (1224 x 1159)
Iowa Hybrid 4049 — (A x  K) X (1205 x 1234)
Iowa Hybrid 4059 — (W F9 x Hy) x (L289 x 1205)
Iowa Hybrid 4060 — (W F9 x 38-11) x (L289 x 1205)
Iowa Hybrid 4249— (M14 x 187-2) x (W F9 x Os420)
Iowa Hybrid 4284 — (W F9 x 1205) x (L317 x 40B)
Iowa Hybrid 4295 — (L289 x 1205) x (Os420 x M14)
Iowa Hybrid 4297— (M14 x 187-2) x (W F9 x 1205)
Iowa Hybrid 4298 — (W F9 x M14) x (Os420 x 187-2)
Iowa Hybrid 4316 —  (W F9 x M14) x (L289 x 1205)
Iowa Hybrid 4338 —  (W F9 x 1205) x (SSS278 x SSS349) 
Ohio Hybrid K24 — (W F9 x 51A) x (33 x 40B)
Ohio Hybrid C92 — (W F9 x 38-11) x (Hy x 07)
U. S. Hybrid 13 — (W F9 x3& ll) x (Hy x L317)
U. S. Hybrid 35 — (W F9 x 38-11) x (Hy x R4)
U. S. Hybrid 44 — (4-8 x 187-2) x (Hy x ITE701)
Wisconsin Hybrid 645 — (W F9 x CC1) x (CC7 x CC5)
10
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PERIOD OF YEARS’ RESULTS
The average performance by sections of all entries tested in 
1943 that also were tested in the same sections in 1, 2, or 3 
previous years is shown in tables 5 to 8, inclusive. An entry 
was included in the “period of years” table only when entered 
consecutively by the same individual under the same identi­
fication name or number and with the same pedigree. A per­
formance score was calculated for each entry on the basis of 
its average performance over the definite period presented in 
each table. The entries are ranked on the basis of their per­
formance score. Both root and stalk lodging are given in the 
2-year tables. Since root lodging was not separated from total 
lodging previous to 1942, the data for lodging percentage 
shown in the 3 and 4-year tables include both root and stalk 
lodging. Identical entries were tested for a period of more 
than 4 years in some cases. Such entries were few in number, 
and no data beyond a period of 4 years are reported.
Results over a period of years are more accurate than 
records for only 1 year in evaluating a particular hybrid; The 
number of identical entries tested beyond a period of 2 years 
is relatively few. For that reason it should not be inferred that 
a hybrid which appears in one of the longer period of years 
tables is superior to one which may not be present. The data 
are presented only as a means of evaluating the particular hy­
brids for which comparable performance records are available.
SUMMARY FOR THE PERIOD 1935 TO 1943
The average yield for 1943 was slightly greater than for 
1942. Stands were somewhat lower in 1943 than for the pre­
ceding 6 years. The average moisture percentages were con-' 
siderably higher than usual, being the highest for the 9-year 
period, 1935 to 1943, inclusive. The average lodging percent­
age was slightly greater than in 1942 but only about one-half 
that of the 9-year average. The average percentage of dropped 
ears was the same in 1942 but only approximately one-sixth 
that of the above 9-year period. The average of 1 percent 
damaged corn was considerably less than usual. A summary 
of the data since 1935 is shown in table 3.
11
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1935 66.08 78.3 24.1 15.9 1.4 5.3
1936 38.02 77.8 19.5 22.0 2.6 1.8
1937 72.63 84.8 21.0 18.7 0.8 1.2
1938 73.03 80.7 16.7 14.5 1.2 3.6
1939 78.21 84.1 15.1 16.4 3.1 2.6
1940 71.99 85.2 19.4 6.9 0.6 4.1
1941 68.31 87.2 20.7 34.9 1.0 3.6
1942 82.L3 82.4 21.9 8.2 0.2 —
1943 83.13 78.9 24.7 9.1 0.2 1.0
Av. 70.39 82.2 20.3 16.3 1.2 2.9
RESULTS FOR 1943
In the 1943 test the average stand was the poorest since 
1936. Poor stands were especially evident in districts 4, 6 
and 9. This may be accounted for in part by the cold and wet 
conditions following planting. It is very likely that the stand 
may also reflect seed injury resulting from the early frost in 
the fall of 1942. On the average, the later planted fields pro­
duced the better stands. The failure of some entries to pro­
duce a reasonable stand reduced their yields very materially. 
This was most pronounced in the North Central Section. The 
entry with the poorest stand for that section likewise had the 
poorest stand in all three districts of the North Central Sec­
tion.
The average moisture content was greater than that for the 
previous 8 years. District 3 had an average moisture content 
of 39.2 percent. This was the highest for any of the districts in 
1943 but slightly less than the average moisture content of 41.4 
percent in District 3 in 1942. Evidence from the past indicates 
that varieties which apparently mature satisfactorily in 
districts 1 and 2 of the Northern Section are too late for the 
Northeast portion of the state.
While the average percentage of lodged plants was reason­
ably low, it did vary considerably between districts. In dis­
tricts 8 and 12 a large amount of root lodging was evident, 
while in District 10 a high percentage of stalk lodging was 
accompanied by relatively no root lodging. The degree and the 
nature of the lodging did not seem to be confined to any gen-
12
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eral area of the state but seemed to be influenced quite largely 
by the time and nature of local storms.
Dropped ears were relatively few in number as compared 
with the past. This might be expected from the generally late 
maturity this season. The relatively low degree of lodging 
combined with the favorable fall climatic conditions resulted 
in a low percentage of damaged corn. A summary of the 1943 
data is shown in table 4.





















1 ' 77.34 76.6 22.3 3.0 1.5 0.09 0.3
2 62.40 76.9 22.4 8.9 5.3 0.03 0.4
3 78.89 79.5 39.2 6.7 1.1 0.07 1.2
4 80.03 71.8 26.0 0.2 2.1 0.12 0.8
6 97.39 78.8 21.0 1.8 1.9 0.03 0.8
6 86.60 72.7 25.2 3.2 0.5 0.13 2.2
7 88.18 82.6 28.8 0.6 3.3 0.05 1.8
8 84.68 89.4 22.4 15.8 4.8 0.39 1.4
9 86.60 72.2 26.5 5.6 3.6 0.18 1.1
10 84.62 81.3 18.3 0.1 15.8 1.33 0.7
11 ---- ___ __
12 87.80 86.1 21.7 14.0 1.2 0.11 0.6
Av. 83.13 78.9 24.7 5.4 3.7 0.23 1.0
Large differences in yield existed between the highest and 
lowest yielding hybrid when compared in the same section. 
The greatest difference, 44.04 bushels, occurred in the North 
Central Section, and the smallest difference 26.67 bushels in 
the Southern Section. These differences are somewhat larger 
than for previous years and are due in part to the exceptionally 
poor stands of some entries.
A number of hybrids included this year have not been tested 
previously. Some of these may be either well established 
hybrids or relatively new hybrids that have been given a name 
and number other than that designated by the originator. 
Others may be recombinations of established inbred lines, 
while still others may involve new lines. It must be empha­
sized that not all new hybrids are superior to or equal to the 
better hybrids that are now in commercial production. For 
that reason new combinations should be 'given additional 
tests before definite conclusions are reached regarding their 
value.
13
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The data for the entries in both the regular and the ex­
perimental classes are presented in tables 9 to 23, inclusive. 
The entries in both the regular and the experimental class 
were handled in the same manner during the testing procedure. 
The results should, therefore, be directly comparable. It 
should be emphasized that the data for 1943 are the results for
1 year only and that conditions under which the corn was 
grown might have had a marked influence upon their perform­
ance. Records on a section basis represent the average of a 
greater number of replications with more varied growing con­
ditions than those for one district and therefore should be 
more reliable. In addition to yield, such factors as lodging, 
maturity, dropped ears and damaged corn are of importance 
in evaluating a hybrid. Each entry has been given a perform­
ance score based upon these characters, and it is upon the basis 
of this score that the various entries are ranked.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A triple lattice was used as the field design for planting 
the test plots, with the number of entries the square of 7 for 
each district field in the Northern and Southern Sections and 
the square of 8 for each district field in the North Central and 
South Central Sections. To obtain a relatively accurate esti­
mate of yield and other characteristics two sets of three repli­
cations each, or a total of six replications, were used at each 
location. Under such a design the yield of each entry was ad­
justed for any variation that appeared in the test field. In 
District 7 one complete set of three replications was discarded 
but the data for the three remaining replications could be 
analyzed as a triple lattice. In the District 9 field, replication
2 in set 1 and replications 5 and 6 in set 2 were discarded. 
Therefore it became necessary to analyze the data as a ran­
domized block. The analysis of variance for each district, 
together with the coefficients of variability, is given in table 
24. Methods for calculating a triple lattice design may be 
found in Research Bulletin 281 of the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station.
14
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TABLE 5. NORTHERN SECTION.
Average records ofSection'JEntries in the 1943?Iowa Cornfield Test and]Identical PreviousTVears.TFAnentryVasincludedjonlyj'when enteredjbyjthe same individual,
under the same identification name or number, and with the same pedigree.
Perform- Acre Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. Lodging Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. pet. hi. pet. ! 1 ¡pet.* Name, Address, Variety
4-YEAR AVERAGE— 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943
103.50 70.95 85.2 24.6 14.9 2.8 2 .0 3 .0 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.................................................C17
99.92 67.37 86.8 23.8 24.8 3 .0 0.1 1.1 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction.................................... ...............Turner N 15A
99.89 65.36 78.8 24.1 15.1 2.8 0.2 1.9 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...............
98.37 63.58 84.4 24.1 16.5 2.9 0.3 1.3 Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.............................
98.31 63.59 82.3 27.0 9.5 2.9 0.2 2 .4 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................... ...............G-114
66.17 83.5 24.7 16.2 2.9 0 .6 1.9 Average of all entries.
3-YEAR AVERAGE— 1941, 1942, 1943
103.60 69.61 82.2 26.8 16.2 2.8 0.1 2.3 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad................................. ............... Cl 7
103.20 69.43 80.7 26.9 17.9 2.9 0.1 1.7 Wm. P. Eno, Sheffield..................................................
100.18 64.76 76.9 25.9 16.9 2.7 0.2 1.7 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton..............................Farmers 388
99.73 63.77 78.6 28.2 10.0 2.8 0.1 1.9 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................... .
99.65 66.27 79.1 27.0 23.3 3.2 0.9 1.5 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah.......................... ............... 116
99.50 66.20 83.9 25.9 27.4 3.1 0.1 0 .9 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............... ...................
98.99 63.41 82.4 25.6 19.2 2.9 0.1 0.8 Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames..............................
98.46 62.01 74.8 23.6 20.3 2.5 0.0 1.3 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..............................
96.70 58.50 78.7 25.4 11.4 2 .4 0.1 0.9 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.....................................
64.88 79.7 26.1 18.1 2.8 0.2 1.4 Average of all entries.
15
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Perform- Acre Lodging Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. pet. Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. root stalk '  ht. pet. pet.* Name, Address, Variety
2-YEAR AVERAGE— 1942, 1943
107.33 79.18 84.5 29.0 0 .4 0.5 2 .4 0.2 0.5 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.............
106.02 77.92 84.2 28.8 3.2 1.2 2 .6 0 .0 0.3 Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen.................................
104.16 75.03 83.9 27.9 4 .4 1.0 2 .6 0.1 0.3 Louis Quirin, Alta....................................................
103.44 74.49 84.2 29.4 1.7 0 .9 2.8 0 .0 1 .4 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............
102.12 72.86 80.3 29.3 2 .6 1.9 2.7 0 .0 0.7 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.......................... ___ C17100.83 71.84 80.5 30.4 2.9 2 .4 3.1 0.1 0 .4 Harry J. Lueck, Denison.......................................
100.77 70.98 77.3 29.5 2.9 1.3 2 .8 0.1 0 .4 Wm. P. Eno, Sheffield...........................................
100.63 72.76 82.5 31.1 6 .6 1.9 3 .0 0.1 0.7 H. E. Harper, Vinton................. ...........................
100.36 70.93 82.5 28.5 6.1 2 .9 3 .0 0.1 0 .6 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................. '.}• ... . . .  .Turner N 15A
100.30 71.87 79.6 29.7 6 .6 3.6 3.1 0.5 0 .4 Jas. R. McNeilly. Maquoketa.............................. ----- 1940
99.42 69.35 75.3 29.5 2 ,4 2 .8 3 .0 0.1 0 .6 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa............................ ___ 1942
99.12 68.02 81.9 27.2 5.3 1.1 2 .4 0 .0 1.5 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..............................
98.35 68.65 75.5 29.4 4.2 4 .4 3.1 0 .4 0.7 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah................... . . . .1 1 6
97.88 66.61 82.2 28.4 4.9 0.8 2.9 0.1 0 .4 Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.......................
97.55 66.94 75.6 30.9 1.9 0.6 2.8 0 .0 0 .6 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.............. . . . .G-114
97.33 65.32 72.6 27.9 3.2 1.7 2.6 0 .0 0.3 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton___
96.85 68.40 77.6 30.6 9 .7 2 .9 3 .0 0.2 2.1 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...............................
96.43 66.43 75.4 27.4 5 .6 10.5 3 .0 0.2 0.8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..............................
95.70 61.76 70.8 25.5 4 .4 1.0 2.3 0 .0 0 .4 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont...................... . . .  .95M
95.36 62.11 77.3 27.3 2.9 0 .8 2.3 0.1 1.0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...............................
70.07 79.0 28.9 4.1 2.2 2.8 0.1 0 .7 Average of all entries.
* Damaged corn determinations for 1942 not included.
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TABLE 6. NORTH CENTRAL SECTION.
Average records of Section Entries in the 1943 Iowa Corn Yield Test and Identical Previous Years. An entry was included only when entered by the same individual,














Ear Ears corn 
ht. pet. pet.* Name, Address, Variety
4-YEAR AVERAGE—-1940, 1941, 1942, 1943
102.70 90.95 87.9 21.4 20.1 3.2 0.1 2.9 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty ............................ . .............ACE 395
100.91 86.14 83.2 21.8 11.9 3.3 0 .4 4 .0 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.............................. .............. 118M
100.50 84.57 82.8 21.5 10.9 3.5 0.7 2.2 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111...................... ...............G-37
98.82 81.87 83.8 21.0 11.7 2.8 0.2 3 .6 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.......................................
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...............98.77 81.60 79.4 21.8 10.6 3.3 0 .4 1.9
98.33 82.19 83.4 20.4 15.6 3.1 1.4 3.9 Clyde Black & Son, Ames.............................................
84.55 83.4 21.3 13.5 3.2 0.5 3.1 Average of all entries.
3-YEAR AVERAGE— 1941, 1942, 1943 ___________________________________________________ g}
103.88 96.10 88.4 22.4 13.2 ,3 .3 0.1 1.3 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty................................ ...............ACE 395
102.37 96.74 86.2 22.3 22.9 4.1 0.3 2 .4 O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand.................................. ...............Iowa Hybrid 3110
102.22 91.91 85.4 19.6 15.4 3 .0 0.5 1.0 Roy Fanselow, Dows......................................................
101.65 92.07 85.2 21.6 13.9 3.3 0.7 1.8 Harry J. Lueck, Denison...............................................
101.02 91.54 85.0 22.1 14.5 3 .6 0.3 2 .4 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction....................................
100.21 90.53 85.5 22.8 13.7 3 .4 0.5 3 .0 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction...................................
100.06 88.65 81.0 21.5 12.6 3.0 0.2 1.9 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..................................................C57
99.59 87.82 81.0 21.2 12.9 3 .0 0.7 1.9 Jacobsen Hybrid Corn Co., Lake View..................... ...............J-39
99.54 89.58 83.5 23.0 13.8 3.3 0.3 3.5 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................ ...............118M
99.37 87.80 81.5 21.5 13.2 3.0 0 .6 2.3 Clyde Black & Son, Ames........................................... ...............939A
99.33 88.22 81.6 22.7 12.7 3.5 0.5 1.7 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111...................... ...............G-37
99.29 86.79 80.1 21.2 12.1 2.8 0.2 1.5 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111......................
99.18 89.56 83.9 22.5 17.4 3.0 0 .4 2.8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..................................... ............... Indiana Hyb. 608C (Comp.)
98.38 86.19 84.0 21.9 13.6 3 .0 0.3 1.7 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..................................... ............... Illinois Hyb. 751 (Comp.)
97.09 85.50 83.1 21.2 19.0 3.2 1.1 2 .4 Clyde Black & Son, Ames...........................................
96.98 83.85 77.8 22.5 12.8 3.3 0 .4 1.6 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton............. ...............Farmers 488
89.55 83.3 21.9 14.6 3.2 0 .4 2.1 Average of all entries.
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Robinson and Reiss: The 1943 Iowa corn yield test
Published by Iowa State University Digital Repository, 1944
Perform- Acre Lodging Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. pet. Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. root stalk ht. pet. pet.* Name, Address, Variety
103 .81 102 .19
103 .68 104 .46
103 .53 102 .36
103 .09 102 .18
103 .03 100 ,06
102 .25 100 .16
101 .94 98 .93
100 .84 98 .46
100 .73 97 .75










97. 04 90. 90
96. 96 88. 97
96. 07 89. 04
95. 20 86. 69
95. 76

























22.2 0.5 2.2 3.4 0.2 0.4
23.1 1.9 5.9 4.0 0.2 1.5
23.1 1.1 1.4 3.2 0.1 0.8
23.4 0.7 1.5 3.4 0.2 2.5
20.5 3.4 1.3 3.0 0.3 0.4
22.4 1.0 3 .0 3.3 0.4 1.6
22.4 1.1 1.0 3 .0 0.1 1.7
24.0 0.8 1.9 3 .4 0.2 2.5
23.1 1.2 2.5 3.1 0.2 2.1
23.1 0.4 2.0 3.5 0 .0 1.6
22.3 1.1 2.2 3 .0 0.1 0.6
21.7 2.1 1.9 3 .0 0.2 0.4
22.6 0.8 1.8 3.2 0.3 3.2
22.6 0 .9 1.3 3.1 0.1 2.2
22.0 1.3 0.8 2.8 0.2 0.3
21.6 3.2 1.1 3.1 0.1 0.6
24.2 0.9 2.4 3.2 0.1 .2 ,8
22.8 2.2 4 .2 3 .0 0.1 0.3
24.1 1.2 1.1 3 .4 0.0 1.1
22.4 2.0 5.2 3.1 0 .4 0.8
20.3 2.2 3.6 3.2 0.2 1.7
24.4 1.3 1.6 3 .4 0.0 0.5
23.8 0.8 0.9 3.3 0 .0 0 .9
22.7 1.4 2.1 3.2 0.2 1.3
H. E. Harper, Vinton.....................................
O. W. Johnson & Son, LeGrand.................
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty...............
Eden Valley Hybrid, Vinton........................
Roy Fanselow, Dows.....................................
Harry J. Lueck, Denison......................",
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines. .
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction...................
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames......................
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction...................
Clyde Black & Son, Ames............................
Jacobsen Hybrid Corn Co., Lake View. ..
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames......................
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111....
Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111.........
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.............
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames. ....................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111. . .
Clyde Black & Son, Ames............................
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................... ..
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont . . . .  
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton 
Average of all entries.
. Iowa Hybrid 4060 
.Iowa Hybrid 3110 
.ACE 395 
. U. S. Hybrid 35 
. Iowa Hybrid 3553 
. Hi-Cal 110 
. Pioneer 340 
. Turner S 55
. Indiana Hyb. 608C (Comp.) 
. Turner S 52 
. 939A 
J-39
• Iowa Hybrid 4059 (Comp.) 
C57 
G-16
. Bear Hybrid OK-24 
118M
Illinois Hyb. 751 (Comp.) 
G-37




* Damaged corn determinations for 1942 not included.
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TABLE 7. SOUTH CENTRAL SECTION.
Average records of Section Entries in the 1943 Iowa Corn Yield Test and Identical Previous Years. An entry was included only when entered by the same individual, 
___________________________________________under the same identification name or number, and with the same pedigree.
Perform- Acre Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. Lodging Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. pet. ht. pet. pet.* Name, Address, Variety
4-YEAR AVERAGE— 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943
102.38 88.85 86.4 21.1
102.27 88.04 85.1 19.8
100.72 86.34 85.2 21.2
100.24 85.64 84.8 20.6
100.12 83.76 85.4 20.2
99.81 83.05 86.2 19.3
98.44 83.16 82.9 22.0
96.01 76.82 82.0 20.0
84.46 84.8 20.5
12.3 3.6 0.7 3.1
11.9 3 .6 0.8 4.2
13.1 3.5 0.7 3.1
13.7 3.5 0.5 4.5
10.4 3.2 0 .4 2.8
11.0 3.1 0.4 3.6
12.8 3 .4 0.6 4.1
10.9 2.9 0.2 2.9
12.0 3 .4 0.5 3.5
Clyde Black & Son, Ames......................
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont. . . .
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad...........
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111, 
W. O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.........
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...............
Average of all entries.







Illinois Hyb. 751 (Comp.)
3-YEAR AVERAGE— 1941, 1942, 1943
103.86 95.96 88.5 21.4 15.6 3.8 1.0102.57 92.49 87.8 20.9 12.9 3 .7 0.8102.11 92.78 86.8 21.1 15.9 , 3 .7 0.7102.02 92.07 86.4 20.1 16.4 3.7 0 .6
101.89 91.50 85.2 20.0 15.2 3 .7 0 .9
100.92 92.06 87.1 21.9 19.3 3 .7 0.1
100.69 90.46 85.1 21.6 16.7 3 .8 0 .7
100.19 89.59 86.1 20.8 17.9 3 .6 0.5
99.78 86.82 86.4 19.4 14.3 3.3 0 .4
99.77 87.58 83.0 20.8 13.1 3.5 0.3
99.66 86.45 85.5 20.7 11.4 3 .3 0 .4
99.45 86.60 84.3 20.6 13.7 3.3 0 .4
99.38 88.40 84.9 21.4 17.2 3 .6 0 .8
99.01 89.92 84.5 19.8 27.7 4 .0 0.7
98.73 88.50 88.0 21.9 19.1 3 .6 0.1
98.37 85.10 83.5 20.5 14.6 3 .3 0 .4
97.75 85.30 84.0 22.6 12.9 3 .3 1.697.20 85.37 81.8 22.0 16.6 3.5 0.6
96.67 81.37 83.4 20.1 14.0 3 .0 0.3
88.86 85.4 20.9 16.0 3.5 0 .6
2 .6  Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville.......................
2 .9  Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty...........................
3 .0  Clyde Black & Son, Ames ...............................
3 .0  H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................
3 .1  W . O: McCurdy & Sons, Fremont'..........................
2 .8  Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................
1 .6  Harry J. Lueck, Denison...........................................
2 .4  Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................
2 .7  Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................
3 .6  W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................
2 .3  Clyde Black & Son, Ames .......................................
1.8 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................
2 .4  John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad,............. ..............
2 .2  O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand.............................
4 .2  Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids
2.5  Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah...........................
2 .9  Clarence Meyer, Winterset.......................................
4 .9  Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................
1.7 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................
2 .8  Average of all entries.
.Dockendorff 13 
ACE 193 
.U. S. Hybrid 13 
. Turner S 52 
124M
. Pioneer 300 
.U. S. Hybrid 13 
G-169 
A C E  395 
, 117M
,U. S. Hybrid 35 
118M 
C21





Illinois Hyb. 751 (Comp.)
V M i  A '* «X
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Published by Iowa State University Digital Repository, 1944
Perform- Acre Lodging Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. pet. Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. root stalk ht. pet. pet.* Name, Address, Variety
2-YEAR AVERAGE— 1942, 1943
104.01 96.38 89.0 19.8 5.1 2 .4 3 .3 0 .2 3 .4 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.................. . Pioneer 339
103.39 96.45 88.0 22.9 3 .6 1.4 3.2 0 .2 2.7 Genetics Section, Ames................................................. .2489 x 2490
103.38 95.50 86.6 21.3 2 .4 3 .6 3 .7 0 .4 2 .0 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................. .ACE 133
103.37 96.32 86.4 21.4 4 .8 4 .6 3 .7 0.5 1.0 Clyde Black & Son, Ames...........................................
103.07 96.44 87.4 22.2 4.7 4 .9 3.8 0 .4 1.3 Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville.......................... . Dockendorff 13
102.93 94.67 85.3 20.4 4 .0 4.5 3.7 0.3 1.6 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................ . 124M
102.66 94.16 85.8 20.3 5.3 5 .6 3.7 0.5 1.0 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................... .Turner S 52
102.54 95.22 86.1 21.9 4.5 3 .9 3.7 0.1 2.7 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.............................. .ACE 193
101.85 93.73 83.5 22.1 5.1 3 .6 3.7 0.3 0 .8 Harry J. Lueck, Denison............................................. .U . S. Hybrid 13.
100.69 92.07 85.8 20.2 8.9 5 .9 3.7 0 .0 0.8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., A m es....................................
100.54 89.15 84.6 19.7 3.5 3.1 3.3 0.2 1.2 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................. .ACE 395
100.50 90.38 85.1 21.3 4.5 2.1 3.3 0.1 2 .0 Clyde Black & Son, Ames........................................... .U. S. Hybrid 35
100.37 93.57 83.2 20.2 8.5 12.0 4.1 0 .6 1.5 O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand................................ . Iowa Hybrid 3110
99.98 88.05 81.5 19.7 3.7 2.2 3 .4 0 .4 1.4 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................... .G-37
99.87 88.79 81.0 21.5 2.5 2.5 3 .4 0 .0 1.7 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................ . 117M
99.82 90.08 85.8 21.0 6.7 5.2 3.5 0.3 0.1 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................... .G-169
99.73 89.60 83.1 21.1 4.8 4.1 3 .4 0 .0 2.3 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................... . Maygold 49
99.58 89.49 82.3 21.6 5 .4 3 .9 3 .6 0 .4 0 .8 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111................................ .Null N-42
99.47 90.30 84.5 22.3 5 .6 5 .8 3 .6 0 .4 0 .4 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad................................. .C21
99.25 88.02 83.3 20.6 4.8 2.9 3.3 0.1 2.2 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co. Hampton............. . Farmers 555
99.23 90.81 86.4 22.3 9.2 4 .4 3.5 0 .0 1.8 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. . Pioneer 300
99.21 88.91 79.1 22.2 4.1 4.1 3 .6 0 .4 0 .8 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah ............................. . Maygold 39
99.17 89.26 81.6 22.8 4 .6 4 .0 3 .6 0.2 0 .6 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah............. ............ . 135R
99.03 88.59 82.9 21.5 4.3 5 .0 3.3 0.2 1.6 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................ . 118M
98.69 89.11 80.9 22.6 7.5 3.3 3.5 0 .4 1.1 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................... .G-94
98.38 88.01 86.2 23.8 4.5 1.8 3.3 0 .6 0.9 Clarence Meyer, Winterset......................................... . Meyer 541
98.10 86.09 83.4 20.6 6.3 2.6 3 .4 0 .0 1.5 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa.................................... .1908
97.58 85.51 82.5 20.7 8.5 1.2 3 .0 0.1 1.6 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..................................... .Illinois Hyb. 751 (Comp.)
97.25 87.40 82.8 21.2 12.3 4 .4 3.5 0.2 1.6 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton............. . Farmers 509
96.28 85.49 86.4 22.5 11.0 2 .0 3 .6 0 .0 2 .0 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.................. . Pioneer 300
95.69 84.17 79.4 18.9 12.5 7.0 3 .2 0.8 2.2 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., A m es................................... . Iowa Hybrid 939 (Comp.)
94.74 81.37 80.3 21.3 8 .9 3 .0 3 .3 0.1 1.3 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah.......................... . 129-1
90.41 84.1 21.3 6 .0 4 .0 3 .5 0 .3 1.5 Average of all entries.
* Damaged com determinations for 1942 not included.
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TABLE 8. SOUTHERN SECTION.
Average records of Section Entries in the 1943 Iowa Corn Yield Test and Identical Previous Years. An entry was included only when entered by the same individual.
under the same identification name or number, and with the same pedigree.
Perform- Acre Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. Lodging Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. pet. ht. pet. pet.* Name, Address, Variety
4-YEAR AVERAGE— 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943
101.98 80.75 87.6 17.4 16.9 3.4 0.9 2.7 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................ ............  .124M101.39 80.89 87.9 19.1 15.6 3 .4 1.2 4.2 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.................................101.01 79.95 87.1 19.2 15.3 3.3 1.0 3.4 Clyde Black & Son, Ames...........................................100.71 79.50 87.8 19.4 14.7 •3.3 1.1 3.3 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................
100.57 78.79 87.2 19.3 14.1 3 .4 0.9 2 .4 H. H. McAllister, Mt. Union.....................................ion^3 77.16 85.5 17.7 11.8 3.1 0.7 3.2 Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames .............................100.20 78.33 86.1 19.0 14.7 3.3 1.3 2.5 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111................................
99.57 77.52 85.7 19.4 14.5 3 .4 1.1 2.7 W. O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................98.98 76.63 84.5 18.6 15.4 3.3 0 .6 4.2 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111....................98.65 76.65 87.8 18.1 19.1 3.3 1.6 2 .4 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111................................98.32 76.75 84.6 19.5 18.7 3 .4 0 .6 3 .0 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111....................98.16 75.3d 87.9 19.7 13.3 2.9 1.3 3.2 Clarence Meyer, Winterset.........................................
78.19 86.6 18.9 15.3 3.3 1.0 3.1 Average of all entries.
3-YEAR AVERAGE— 1941, 1942, 1943
102.02 78.90 90.4 18.8 19.8 3.2 1.7 3.5
101.51 77.93 86.8 18.8 20.1 3.1 0.7 3.3
101.49 77.25 86.4 17.6 20.7 3.2 0.9 2.5
101.14 75.17 86.1 17.6 15.3 3.1 0.7 2.6
101.01 77.16 87.3 19.2 18.7 3.2 1.1 3.6
100.84 76.99 87.3 18.8 19.5 3.2 1.2 3.9
100.75 77.13 87.9 18.9 19.6 3.3 1.1 4.8
100.27 76.04 88.3 18.6 20.2 3.2 a. 5 1 3 .8
99.85 74.83 87.1 18.8 18.2 3.2 0.8 3 .0
99.38 74.33 84.4 18.8 19.1 3.1 1.4 2.2
99.35 74.62 86.1 18.5 19.7 3.1 0.5 4.5
99.19 74.28 85.2 19.3 • 18.7 3.3 l.Q 2.9
98.81 73.78 87.8 19.6 17.3 2.9 1.4 3 .8
98.17 72.93 84.2 19.1 20.1 3.2 0 .6 2.9
98.10 74.27 87.7 19.2 24.7 3.2 0.2 3.7
98.10 73.15 87.0 17.7 24.0 3.2 1.1 2 .4
75.55 86.9 18.7 19.7 3.2 0.9 3.3
Wm. Dockendorfi & Sons, Danville................. .........................Dockendorff 13
Clyde Black & Son, Ames.......................... .............. ...................U. S. Hybrid 13
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.............................. .............. 124M
Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames............................... .............. Iowa Hybrid 4020
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................................... ACE 193
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville.............................................................. U. S. Hybrid 13
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..................................................C21
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines. .................................Pioneer 336
H. H. McAllister, Mt. Union...................................................... U. S. Hybrid 13
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111....................... .........................Null N-42
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.....................................G-169
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont............................................ 123M
Clarence Meyer, Winterset............................................... ..........Meyer 541
Funk Bros. iSeed Co., Bloomington, 111.................................... G-94
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids.................Pioneer 300
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111........ ...................................... .. Null N-62
Average of all entries.
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Perform- Acre Lodging Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. pet. Ear ears corn
score bu. pet. pet. root stalk ht. ■ pet, pet.* Name, Address, Variety
2-YEAR AVERAGE— 1942, 1943
106.39 89.07 88.6 16.9 5.6 3.3 3.1 0.1 0.1
103.12 86.31 85.9 17.4 7.7 8.2 3.3 0.8 0.4
102.90 85.80 86.9 18.0 6.0 8.3 3.3 0.7 0.3
102.83 86.66 88.9 17.9 6.9 10.2 3.2 1.3 0.6
102.79 86.15 85.1 18.5 6.4 8.3 3.3 1.0 0.5
102.13 85.06 84.6 18.0 9.9 6.2 3.2 0.7 0.3
102.08 83. 81, 85.8 17.0 5.4 9.0 3.2 0.5 0.2
101.77 84.54 85.5 18.0 5.9 9.0 3.2 0.9 1.8
101.49 84.32 86.7 18.3 8.7 7.5 3.3 1.0 0.4
100.94 82.16 85.9 17.9 5.9 7.2 3.3 0.4 0.5
100.42 82.68 87.5 16.5 12.6 7.9 3.3 0.4 0.7
100.36 80.01 83.6 16.7 5.8 5.8 3.1 0.7 0.0
100.19 81.09 82.1 18.3 5.5 7.4 3.2 0.5 0.3
99.96 81.50 82.3 18.3 7.0 8.2 3.3 0.7 0.5
99.70 81.35 86.7 17.7 9.9 6.5 3.2 0.4 2.0
99.63 80.34 80.8 18.3 6.6 6.6 3.3 0.8 0.3
99.49 80.57 85.8 19.1 9.0 4.3 2.9 0.6 0.3
99.05 80.33 83.1 18.3 9.2 7.4 3.2 0 i4 0.5
99.05 • 80.00 84.7 17.4 6.0 10.6 3.0 0.6 1.1
99.03 80.31 80.7 17.9 8.4 8.1 3.2 1.0 1.0
98.97 80.80 83.8 17.2 9.3 9.3 3.3 0.4 3.2
98.88 81.24 82.8 20.2 8.2 7.2 3.2 0.8 1.7
98.53 81.15 86.0 18.7 13.6 8.0 3.2 0.1 0.7
97.75 78.15 84.6 17.0 10.6 8.4 3.2 0.8 0.2
96.78 76.02 82.5 17.9 5.7 9.5 3.0 0.5 0.5
93.09 73.80 80.8 20.7 14.5 8.3 3.4 0.3 0.4
92.72 69.53 80.9 17.9 9.8 4.8 3.0 0.6 1.7
81.58 84.5 18.0 8.2 7.6 3.2 0.6 0.8
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames....................................... Ohio Hybrid C92 (Comp.)
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville............. ..................................Illinois Hybrid 201
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction....................................Turney S53
Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville...........................Dockendorff 13
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty................................ ACE 193
Clyde Black & Son, Ames..............................................U. S. Hybrid 13
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.............................. 124M
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville................................................U. S. Hybrid 13.
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad...................................C21
H. H. McAllister, Mt. Union................................. ...... U. S. Hybrid 13
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames ..................... .............. U. S. Hybrid 44 (Comp.)
Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., A m es.............................. Iowa Hybrid 4020
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah.................................Maygold 39
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..............................123M
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines....................Pioneer 336
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ 135R
Clarence Meyer, Winterset ......................................... Meyer 541
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111......... ............ G-94
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111......... ............ G-169
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111............................ Null N-42
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................. .....................1950
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111...................... G-80
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. .  Pioneer 300
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111................................. Null N-62
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind................... Hoosier-Crost F.18
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa............................. Reid National 129
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...............Farmers 688
Average of all entries.
* Damaged corn determinations for 1942 not included.
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TABLE 9. AVERAGE PERFORMANCE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS: ALL DISTRICTS OF
















ht. pet. pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
109.20 84.95 86.7 26.2 5 .7 2.1 2.8 0.2 0.3 Roy Fanselow, Dows............................... ................. . . .  185108.52 83.94 82.5 28.8 0 .4 0 .6 2.6 0.1 0.5 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ .G -29..................................*107.41 ^83.73 87.8 29.1 4.5 1.6 3 .0 0.2 0 .4 *Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111....................107.40 83.28 85.6 28.1 6 .0 1.2 2.9 0 .0 0.3 Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen................................... . . .  400105.91 80.33 84.5 26.8 3 .8 3.1 2.8 0 .0 0.5 Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue......................................... .Iowa Hybrid 4316......... 152
105.70 81.15 85.3 28.8 5.9 0 .9 2.7 0.1 0.2 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 341..................... . . .  620*105.10 79.95 81.9 27.3 5.5 3 .7 3.3 0.1 0.2 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.......................
105.09 79.57 85.4 28.5 3.1 0 .6 2.9 0 .0 1.4 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............... . . . 123Ó0105.02 77.82 80.3 25.5 4.3 1.0 2.3 0 .0 0 .4 Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................,214-H................................. . . .  240104.79 79.19 84.7 26.8 8 .0 1.2 2.8 0.1 0.3 Louis Quirin, Alta............. 1...................................... . Mellowdent 90.................
104.14 78.53 82.5 28.0 5.5 1.8 2.9 0 .0 0 .4 Martin E. Sar, Charles City................................... . . .  1200*102.84 80.01 84.3 26.6 18.4 6.5 2.9 0 .0 0.5 ♦George M. Allee, Newell.........................................
102.70 75.93 78.6 27.3 4 .0 2.7 2.8 0 .0 0.7 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..............................■ C 1 7 ..................................102.39 75.68 80.0 29.0 2.7 8 0.5 2.7 0 .0 0.8 Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue.....................................
102.30 76.41 82.1 29.8 3 .0 1.9 3.2 0 .0 0 .6 Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................................,2 2 -H ..................................
*101.67 72.34 80.2 25.1 1.4 1.2 2.7 0 .0 1.8 ♦Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines..............
101.54 75.90 81.1 29.7 4 .9 2.9 3.2 0.1 0 .4 Harry J. Lueck, Denison......................................... . Hi-Cal 110........................ 4Ó0101.28 72.98 80.3 25.6 5.2 2.3 2.8 0 .0 0.5 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids.. Pioneer 353....................... . . .  4199101.01 74.33 83.2 29.8 3.2 1.0 2.9 0 .0 0 .4 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 340....................... . . .  9658100.67 73.14 76.9 29.3 1.9 0.5 2.8 0 .0 0 .6 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................. G-114..................................
100.51 75.61 76.6 27.9 11.6 5.3 3.2 0 .6 0.4 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa.. . ............................1940.................................... , . .  1500100.42 71.65 72.5 26.6 4 .0 0 .8 2.9 0 .0 0 .4 Wm. P. Eno, Sheffield................................................,461....................................... . .  1000100.34 73.81 80.7 26.9 10.2 3 .0 3 .0 0.1 0 .6 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................ .Turner N 15A.................. . . .  1181100.33 75.71 80.7 27.4 15.3 3.3 3 .0 0.1 2.1 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................
100.21 71.42 76.5 26.6 4.2 0.9 2.8 0 i 0.2 Donald D. Usher, Ottosen........................................ .Indiana Hybrid 210B ... 75
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99.88 74.75 79.1 28.4 13.1 3 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.7 H. E. Harper, Vinton........................................... 300
*99.44 71.98 79.7 27.7 8.5 0 .8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4 *Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.....................
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah..................
. Exp.
99.42 73.02 74.4 27.8 6.7 6.5 3.2 0.1 0 .7 . .  .116............................ ............ . 2800
99.37 71.08 71.6 29.0 0 .8 1.4 2 .6 0 .0 0 .9 O W . Johnson & Son; LeGrand........................ 900
99.35 71.61 74.2 29.5 2.5 0.5 2 .6 0 .0 1.2 Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart............. . 500
99.23 72.59 81.6 30.1 3 .9 2 .8 3.2 0.1 0 .7 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah..................
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.. .
. . .1 0 0 R ..................................... . 2000
99.19 72.19 74.7 30.7 2 .0 2.1 2.8 0.1 0 .3 . 2058
98.97 72.24 77.3 28.5 7.1 4.1 3.1 0 .0 0 .5 Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind......... . 8500
98.71 71.67 80.7 27.4 7.4 5 .9 3 .2 0 .0 0 .4 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction.......................... . 2825
98.48 69.35 78.0 28.2 1.1 2 .0 2 .9 0 .0 0.2 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa................... . 1299
97.89 69.90 77.9 27.0 10.1 0 .7 2.7 0 .0 1.5 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................. . .  .Ohio Hybrid K24.............. . Comp.
97.86 68.09 76.0 27.1 3.1 1.1 2 .4 0 .0 0.5 Epley Bros., Shell Rock....................................... 900
96.90 66.72 67.8 28.3 1.2 0.3 2.7 0 .0 0.1 Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart............. 500
96.87 67.96 72.1 27.9 6.2 1.5 2.7 0 .0 0.3 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.. . . . .  Farmers 388........................ . 1671
96.32 66.19 81.9 26.6 5 .4 0 .8 . 2 .4 0.1 1.0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., A m es........................... . Comp.
96.12 67.82 69.8 28.8 4 .6 4 .4 3.1 0.1 0 .6 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa........................... . . .1 9 4 2 ....................................... . 1500
*96.08 71.72 80.3 29.2 21.6 2.6 3 .0 0.1 1.0 *Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City..................... . Exp.
95.08 68.68 72.7 26.8 8 .6 15.1 3.1 0.3 0 .8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................
94.47 65.08 72.8 29.9 2.3 2.8 2 .6 0 .0 0.5 Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111........................ 100
94.35 63.71 66.5 26.3 8.3 1.0 2.5 0 .0 0 .4 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont................... . .  .95M ....................................... 500
92.09 62.93 68.8 32.7 0.7 2 .0 2.9 0 .0 1.4 Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111........................ . 15000
91.91 62.96 66.9 28.1 14.8 1.4 2.9 0 .0 0.7 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids. . . . 2000
87.83 53.73 59.9 26.1 6.0 1.8 2 .6 0 .0 0 .4 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids. . . 300
87.76 57.42 60.2 27.0 11.8 9.2 3.2 0.2 0.7 Jonas J. Akre, Decorah....................................... 200
72.87 77.7 28.0 6.1 2.5 2.9 0.06 0 .6 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries. .
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 4.71 bushels an acre are not considered significant.
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TABLE 10. AVERAGE PERFORMANCE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; ALL DISTRICTS OF
THE NORTH CENTRAL SECTION IN 1943.
Lodging Dropped Damaged
















*106.58 102.36 86.3 27.5 0.5 3 .8 3.5 0.0 1.0
106.28 98.32 86.2 22.1 4.3 1.0 2.8 0.0 0.9
106.14 98.61 84.1 23.9 0 .4 1.1 3.2 0.2 1.9
*105.72 95.78 83.8 21.2 0.8 0 .6 2.9 0.0 1.4
105.57 98.10 83.1 24.2 1.9 1.8 3.1 0.1 0.8
*105.45 96.87 81.0 22.1 1.7 3.0 3.1 0.0 1.5
105.42 98.49 77.8 23.1 3 .4 4.7 3.9 0.3 ; 1.5
105.38 96.68 81.0 23.3 0.5 1.7 3 .4 0.3 0 .4
*105.21 95.89 85.7 22.8 0.7 0.5 2.8 0.0 1.2
104.80 95.45 81.1 22.4 1.7 1.5 3 .0 0.0 1.2
104.66 96.57 81.2 24.3 0 .7 1.4 3.5 0.1 2.5
104.65 94.02 84.2 21.4 0.0 1.1 2.9 0.1 1.5
104.44 95.93 83.4 23.6 1-. 9 1.9 3.4 0.1 1.6
104.14 93.60 78.3 22.0 1.9 0.9 2.9 0.0 0.2
103.86 94.86 80.9 22.9 2.5 3 .0 3.2 0.0 1.6
103.86 93.65 78.7 23.0 0.3 1.0 3.1 0.0 1.1
103.66 93.83 82.2 23.5 0 .8 1.6 3.2 0.0 0.6
103.38 94.57 81.1 24.2 1.5 1.6 3.3 0.2 2.5
102.95 94.33 84.5 24.6 1.2 4 .4 3.4 0.2 0 .8
*102.90 93.70 80.2 25.4 0.6 0 .6 3.2 0.1 1.3
102.70 92.72 78.8 21.2 7.2 2.1 3 .0 0.0 1.7
102.70 90.30 76.5 21.2 0.0 0.2 2.1 0.0 1.9
102.08 92.18 77.2 24.1 1.7 1.7 3.0 0.2 2.1
101.86 91.35 76.9 24.2 0 .6 1.5 3.5 0.0 1.6
101.59 90.06 75.2 21.1 6.5 1.4 2.9 0 .4 0 .4
*101.56 93.27 78.8 28.4 0.2 0.9 3 .6 0.0 0.9
101.55 90.74 81.2 23.8 2.1 0 .8 3 .0 0.0 1.7
*101.22 88.50 74.3 21.9 1.6 0.5 3 .0 0.0 1.2
100.61 87.72 74.8 22.1 2.6 0 .7 2.8 0.3 0 .3
*100.49 93.24 88.5 29.4 0.0 3 .6 3 .4 0.1 2.7
Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
♦Genetics Section, Ames...............................................3301 x 3302............................  Exp.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................ Pioneer 341............................. 5800
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 339...........................  865
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4298................  Exp.
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................ ACE 395................................. 1600
♦Farnj Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4295................  Exp.
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................. Iowa Hybrid 3110..............  t
H. E. Harper, Vinton.................................................Iowa Hybrid 4060................  400
♦Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111......................Bear Hybrid OK-103...........  Exp.
Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue.. .......................................Iowa Hybrid 4316................  152
Eden Valley Hybrid, Vinton.................................... U. S. Hybrid 35....................  500
Louis Quirin, A lta ................................. ....................Mellowdent 94................. » • • 380
Harry J. Lueck, Denison...........................................Hi-Cal 110..............................  400
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen..................................... Schmitz 410...........................  400
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...........Farmers 439...........................  2455
Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................................22-H.........................................  650
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty . ..........................ACE 53.................................... 375
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction..................... .. Turner S 55...........................  2327
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Illinois Hybrid 374................ Comp.
♦Peck Bros., LaPorte City..........................................A 1.............................................  Exp.
Malcolm H. Grieve, Pierson.....................................Iowa Hybrid 303...................  160
Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................................214-H ........................   240
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Indiana Hyb. 608C................Comp.
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................Turner S 52................   1736
Roy Fanselow, Dow s................................................ Iowa Hybrid 3553................. 270
♦Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111............................ Lowe Improved Hyb. 555 . Exp.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............... Pioneer 340.............................  12300
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames...........................Iowa Hybrid 4284.................  Exp.
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.. . ............ G-16.........................   5790
♦Genetics Section, Ames................. ’........... ...............3334 x 3335.......................... Exp.
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100.41 88.38 75.4 22.1 6.3 0.7 3.1 0 .0 0 .6 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111.................... .Bear Hybrid OK-24........... . 1100
100.36 87.54 71.5 22.1 3.1 0.9 3 .0 0.1 0.6 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 306............... . Comp.
100.33 88.62 71.6 23.7 1.6 1.1 3.1 0 .0 2.2 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad............................ .C57........................................... 3800
100.18 87.54 72.9 22.3 2.9 2 .0 3.1 0.1 0 .4 Jacobsen Hybrid Corn Co., Lake View............... . J-39.......................................... 1200
99.55 87.58 73.2 23.6 1.1 1.9 3.2 0.3 3.2 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. .Iowa Hybrid 4059..............., Comp.
*99.55 89.56 75.4 27.8 0.7 1.0 3.6 0.1 1.1 ♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City.......................... . Iowealth B17........................ Exp.
99.50 86.73 72.4 24.1 0 .0 1.7 3 .0 0.1 0.5 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa............ .......... .Reid National 118R........... . 7287
99.48 87.50 76.1 24.6 1.2 1.8 3.2 0 .4 0.7 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah. .................... .100R........................................ 2000
99.25 87.67 74.7 • 25.4 0.3 2.6 3.3 0 .0 1.2 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids,. Pioneer 333......................... .. 17974
99.19 88.15 74.4 25.3 1.5 2.1 3.2 0.1 2.8 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont........................ . 118M...................................... . 5000
99.13 85.32 74.8 22.7 1.2 0.7 2.8 0.3 0.9 Chas. J. Cornelius, Bellevue................................... . Indiana Hyb. 416B............. 260
98.54 85.80 75.7 22.0 5.3 3.5 . 3.2 0 .4 1.2 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah. .................... .116.......................................... . 2800
98.50 83.23 66.2 22.0 0 .0 0.8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4 J. C. Horlacher, Storm Lake.................................. . Mellowdent 96A.................. 200
98.49 85.30 76.4 22.5 2.3 2.3 3.1 0 .4 2.7 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 939.................. Comp.
98.28 83.83 71.6 23.0 0.1 0 .0 2 .6 0 .0 2.2 Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue..................................... . C .40 ....................................... 55
97.92 83.55 70.5 23.2 1.3 1.1 2.9 0.1 0 .6 Clyde Black & Son, Ames....................................... .939A ....................................... . 1775
97.84 84.71 75.5 24.1 4.4 0.7 2.9 0.1 0.3 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Illinois Hybrid 751............. . Comp.
97.69 82.23 65.6 22.6 0.6 0.1 2.7 0 .0 0.6 O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................ . Iowa Hybrid 4297.............. 900
*97.67 83.51 70.9 23.7 1.9 1.0 3.2 0 .0 0 .4 *Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1941........................................ . Exp.
97.54 84.94 71.4 25.8 2.0 1.0 3.3 0 .0 1.1 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ .G -37........................... ............. 9750
96.75 80.80 67.4 21.9 1.5 1.8 2.7 0 .0 0.6 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 4249............. . Comp.
96.65 82.60 74.4 23.2 3.6 3.1 3.1 0 .4 0.8 Clyde Black & Son, Ames........... '.......................... . Iow’a Hybrid 939.................. 1050
96.65 80.25 67.7 22.0 0.1 0.6 2.5 0 .0 1.6 Epley Bros., Shell Rock........................................... . Iowa Hybrid 4297.............. 900
96.65 80.68 66.4 21.1 1.2 , 3.2 3 .0 0 .0  . 1.8 Edward J. ¡Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind............. . Hoosier-Crost F. 13............ . 8500
96.06 83.51 , 67.7 27.7 0.9 0.8 3.3 0 .0 1.9 Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111............................ . Lowe Improved Hyb. 520 . 10000
95.98 82.00 69.2 26.0 1.2 0.8 3 .4 0.0 0.9 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton........ . Farmers 488.......................... 2951
95.26 81.19 66.4 26.4 2.2 0.8 3.4 0 .0 0.5 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont........................ .977M .................................... 1200
*94.14 78.79 64.3 26.4 1.0 0 .4 2.9 0.0 0.5 ♦Farm Crops & Ü, S. D. A., Ames......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4338................ Exp.
*93.98 79.77 69.0 28.0 0.8 0.8 3.5 0.2 0.7 ♦Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 119.............. Exp.
93.52 76.07 64.1 21.0 4 .4 3.6 3.2 0 .0 1.7 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................. .1942........................................ 1500
93.29 75.69 60.6 24.3 0.6 0.5 3.1 0 .0 0.3 Feldcorn Co., Breda. . . . ......................................... • Feldcorn 853 A .................... 400
90.37 70.37 60.1 22.4 3.0 0.6 2.8 0 .0 2.0 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids......... . Ha^keye M -10.................. .. 2000
87.30 66.79 50.5 25.4 1.4 1.8 3.2 0 .0 1.5 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids......... . Hawkeye M -14.................. . 2000
82.67 58.32 35.8 24.9 1.6 2.3 3.1 0.0 0.8 Herman Hamann, Anthon...................................... .Hamann Hybrid 315.......... . 1500
87.97 74.5 23.7 1.7 1.5 3.1 0.09 1.2 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than S. 11 bushels an acre are not considered significant, 
j  Produced in 1941.
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TABLE 11. AVERAGE PERFORMANCE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; ALL DISTRICTS OF















Ear ears corn 
ht. pet. pet.
109.21 99.55 86.0 25.4 3.9 1.0 3.3 0.2 1.5
107.25 96.11 89.9 22.7 7.7 1.7 3 .6 0 .0 3 .4
107.17 95.67 90.8 23.4 6.2 3.3 3.8 0 .0 0.3
105.99 94.85 88.5 25.9 3.5 2 .4 4.0 0 .6 2 .0
105.74 95.27 89.7 24.5 11.3 0.9 3.7 0 .0 2.1
105.12 96.09 86.7 26.7 8.2 6.3 4.2 0.2 0.7
104.96 94.02 88.0 23.9 8.2 6.1 4.3 0.8 1.0
104.80 93.88 87.9 24.7 5.5 7.0 4 .0 0.3 1.9
104.74 91.73 90.4 24.5 4.3 2.9 3.5 0 .0 1.0
104.73 93.86 88.1 25.9 5.1 5.5 4.2 0.3 1.3
*104.54 94.37 86.3 27.6 6.3 1.9 3.3 0.3 2.7
104.34 93.71 87.9 25.7 7.6 4.1 4.1 0.2 2.7
104.25 92.67 87.9 24.1 11.1 1.9 3.8 0 .0 2.3
104.15 92.35 84.3 25.2 6.1 4.1 3.9 0.3 1.6
103.59 91.38 86.4 23.0 12.4 > 2.6 3 .6 0.9 1.5
103.13 91.69 85.4 25.6 5.9 7.2 3.8 0.7 1.3
103.03 89.99 87.9 25.4 6.6 1.4 3.9 0 .0 2.3
103.02 89.47 86.9 23.2 8.8 •3.5 3.5 0 .6 0.7
102.59 90.98 86.4 26.7 8.0 3.7 4 .0 0.5 0 .8
102.50 90.50 85.6 25.7 8.5 4.3 4.1 0.5 1.0
102.49 87.88 83.9 24.3 5.1 2.2 3 .6 0 .4 1.4
102.24 89.91 82.6 26.3 6.9 3.7 4 .0 1.2 0.7
101.29 85.57 82.2 22.9 5.6 4.2 3.5 0.3 1.2
101.29 87.87 81.0 26.5 5.3 4.1 3.8 0.3 0.8
101.26 89.49 83.6 27.5 10.1 2.2 3.8 0.5 1.1
101.17 87.43 82.4 25.3 6.8 3.7 3.7 0 .0 2.3
*101.07 84.26 81.1 22.7 6.5 1.4 3.3 0.2 0 .6
*100.54 89.24 86.8 25.3 19.0 2.2 3.7 0.2 0.7
100.41 87.26 84.7 25.8 7.2 6 .4 3 .6 0.2 1.6
100.13 89.30 85.3 27.3 16.3 2.0 3.8 0 .0 2.0






Roland Holden, Williamsburg........ .........................218-H------1.......................
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............. .Pioneer 339.... . . . ..........
Ames Seed Farms, Ames........................................... Iowa Hybrid 4020..........
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty . ..........................ACE 133...........................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G-104.................................
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville.......................................... U. S. Hybrid 13.................    3000
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................Turner S '52...........................  1736
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 124-H........................................ IjjOO
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............................... Turner S 5 7 . . . . ..................... 27/
Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville.........• . . Dockendorn 13...................... o25
♦Genetics Section, Ames.................... .........................2489 x 2490............................
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty........................... ACE 193................................. 1500
Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................... Imp. 118-H............................  5000
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................124M ......................................  7000
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 339.........................   865
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville........................................... Illinois Hybrid 201.............   750
Bear Hybrids Com Co., Decatur, 111............... .. Bear Hybrid OK-40............ 1200
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 18-H ........................................  650
Harry J. Lueck, Denison..........................................U. S. Hybrid 13 ...................  600
Clyde Black & Son, Ames........................................ U. S. Hybrid 13 .................... 2900
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G - 3 7 ..................... 9lcn
Paul L. McKinney, Woodbine...................... . . .... .U . S. Hybrid 13 ................... 550
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................ACE 395................................. 1600
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................Maygold 39......................  2000
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111....... . .G -94.........................................122950
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah....... .....................Maygold 49...........................  38000
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.......... .................Iowa Hybrid 4 2 8 4 . . . . ------- Exp.
♦John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.................... .. CL2.......................   Exp.
W . O, McCurdy & Sons, Fremont........... .......... .... 118M.......................   5000
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines. ..............Pioneer 300.............  17400
||
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. /  ;' *4 k ■ gig 14 a. g -f ü M  i l  i -  C x  i£
f i f  a r * I  1 m C t  j f *
100.09 85.10 85.2 24.2 8.6 2.8 3.5 0.2 2.2
100.04 87.35 85.1 23.9 13.2 8 .0 3.9 0 .0 0 .8
100.01 87.21 87.1 25.7 10.9 6.2. 3.8 0.3 0.1
99.98 89.32 85.0 23.7 14.1 13.6 4.3 0.3 1.5
99.95 85.45 85.6 25.2 8.3 2.9 3.5 0.2 2.0
*99.77 86.92 85.6 31.1 1.6 1.6 3 .6 0.2 2.4
99.75 85.42 84.0 26.9 6.1 3.6 4 .0 0 .0 0 .6
99.45 87.47 85.4 24.2 17.7 5.7 3.9 0.2 1.6
99.40 83.46 81.0 25.6 3.4 2.7  1 3 .4 0.5 2.5
99.30 86.34 86.8 25.8 12.8 4 .0 3.8 0.3 1.6
99.28 83.18 79.4 25.7 4 .0 2.8 3 .6 0 .0 1.7
99.27 86.90 87.4 27.0 9.7 7.2 3.8 0.5 0 .4
99.11 86.04 85.6 26.6 7.6 7.6 3.9 0.2 1.4
98.35 84.20 86.0 29.6 5.8 1.3 3 .6 0.2 0 .9
*97.63 85.16 81.5 28.2 11.1 6.1 3,8 0.3 1.2
97.60 80.11 81.2 23.9 6.3 3 .0 3.5 0.2 2.7
97.55 83.11 83.1 23.8 10.4 11.2 4.1 0.3 0.6
97.46 89.96 85.8 29.6 21.7 9.2 3 .6 0.3 1.1
97.21 82.38 80.8 21.3 17.5 7.2 3.5 1.2 2.2
97.11- 80.86 82.4 25.0 10.5 2.9 3.7 0 .0 1.5
97.03 83.85 84.2 26.8 14.7 4.6 3.8 0 .0 1.8
96.97 81.60 82.6 25.4 14.6 1.0 3.2 0 .0 1.6
96.83 80.91 80.3 26.3 7.8 4 .7 3.9 0 .4 0.8
95.97 79.55 78.6 22.2 19.8 3.2 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4
*95.71 82.64 79.3 29.0 11.9 3.7 3.2 0.2 4.1
94.85 76.38 72.9 26.1 3.8 5 .0 3.5 0 .0 1.7
*94.47 78.09 78.9 25.7 14.1 3.2 3.5 0 .4 1.7
*93.93 74.83 75.0 25.9 9.6 0 .4 3.1 0.2 0.7
*93.51 76.27 76.1 22.7 23.7 1.2 3.0 0 .0 0.5
93.04 75.08 77.9 25.0 14.6 2.9 3.5 0.2 1.3
92.07 76.16 75.0 25.7 21.9 4.1 3.8 0.2 0.3
*90.89 78.97 85.7 28.8 24.0 10.7 4.3 0 .0 0 .7
90.88 72.23 71.0 27.8 9.8 3.5 3.9 0 .4 1.9
88.80 66.27 67.2 25.7 6.8 4.1 3.3 0.2 1.4
86.49 83.6 25.5 9.9 4.2 3.7 0.27 1.4
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.. . . .  .Farmers 555...............
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................U. S. Hybrid 4 4 . , . . .
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................G-169......... ...................
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand..............................Iowa Hybrid 3110 ...
Clyde Black & Son, Ames.........................................U. S. Hybrid 35..........
♦Genetics Section. Ames.............................................. 3314 x 3315.................
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................135R..............................
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...........Farmers 509................
Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111..................... Bear Hybrid OK-116
Reid National Corn Co., Anam osa..,...................Reid National 126 i..
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................117M........................... ..
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.............................. C21............... ................
Clarence Meyer, Winterset...................................... Meyer 512....................
Clarence Meyer, Winterset...................................... Meyer 541....................
♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City............................Iowealth B19..............
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart................... Iowa Hybrid 4020 ...
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................129L...............................
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 313D.............
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Iowa Hybrid 939------
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa..................................1908...................
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 300................
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Illinois Hybrid 751. .
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111................... .. .Null _N-42...................
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind................Hoosier-Crost F . 14..
♦Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................Pioneer 304..................
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ Maygold 59.................
♦Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111..............................Null N -68....................
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4338 ...
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4297 ...
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................129-1..............................
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa..................................1904...............................
♦Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa......................... Reid National 1 29 j..
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids........... U. S. Hybrid 13.........
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids............Hawkeye M -14...........



































* Experimental entries. • I  . . .  ,
f  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 7.50 bushels an acre are not considered significant, 
t  Produced in 1941.
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TABLE 12. AVERAGE PERFORMANCE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; ALL DISTRICTS OF
















ht. pet. pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
106.98 95.74 91.3 19.5 6.1 3.4 3.2 0.2 0.1 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.............................. . .  Ohio Hybrid C92........ . . . .  Comp.
104.81 90.26 85.0 18.9 2 .0 3.1 2.8 0.2 0 .0 Roland Holden, Williamsburg............................. . .  218-H...............................___  725
103.73 93.11 88.2 20.2 5.2 10.2 3.3 1.1 1.8 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville....................................... ..U . S. Hybrid 13............ ___  3000
103.59 93.08 90.8 19.6 6.9 12.4 3.3 0.6 0.1 Roland Holden, Williamsburg.............................. . .124-H............................. ___  1800
103.45 91.37 87.2 20.1 4.3 8.6 3.3 1.0 0.3 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............................ . .  Turner S53................... .___  2064
103.41 93.29 88.9 20.4 7.2 11.3 3.2 1.1 0 .6 Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville................... . .Dockendorff 13............ .___  625
103.20 90.46 86.5 19.4 7.2 5.9 3.3 0.6 0.3 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty....................... . .ACE 133......................... ___  150
103.07 90.96 84.0 20.1 5 .0 8.8 3.5 0.8 0 .4 Malone Bros., Atlantic........................................... . .U. S. Hybrid 13............ ___  1704
102.94 92.00 84.3 20.8 7.3 8.9 3.5 1.0 0.5 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty........................ . .ACE 193......................... ___  1500
102.57 89.57 89.0 19.0 7.6 5.9 3.0 2.0 0.1 Roland Holden, Williamsburg.............................. . ,18-H ................................. 650
101.76 88.59 86.3 20.2 6.8 6.8 3.3 0.3 0,5 H. H. McAllister, Mt. Union............................... . .U. S. Hybrid 13........... ___  2000
101.74 89.04 82.2 20.2 8.1 7.1 3.1 0.3 0.3 Clyde Black & Son, Ames..................................... ..U . S. Hybrid 13............ ___  2900
101.67 90.08 87.6 19.9 4.9 . 14.0 3.3 1.4 0.1 Cornie Bambrook, Albia........................................ . .U. S. Hybrid 13............ ___  120
101.62 89.25 86.4 20.7 8 .4 6 .4 3.3 1.1 0 .4 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.......................... . .  C21.......... ...................rt ___  980
101.48 88.91 85.6 19.1 7.6 10.6 3.1 1.0 0.2 Iowa-Missouri Hybrid Corn Co, Keosauqua. . . . Illinois Hybrid 201. . . . . . .  1400
101.35 89.15 86.5 19.9 8.8 8.8 3 .4 1.1 0 .4 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville....................................... . .  Illinois Hybrid 201. . . ___  750
101.27 85.66 79.6 19.8 3 .0 4.5 3.2 0.2 0.7 Harry J. Lueck, Denison....................................... . .Hi-Cal K.R................... ___  350
101.21 87.96 85.6 19.2 5 .4 11.5 3.3 0.3 0.2 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..................... . .  124M.............................. ___  7000
101.16 88.34 85.6 18.9 5.8 10.7 3.3 0.3 3.2 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa.............................. ..1950 ................................ ___  200
101.13 86.67 83.5 19.6 . 3.5 8 .0 3.3 0.7 0.8 Huey Seed Co., Carthage, 111................................ ..Huey H-23.................... ___  8500
100.84 90.28 91.3 18.4 17.7 9.9 3 .4 0.6 0.7 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.............................. . .U . S. Hybrid 44...........
100.82 87.91 86.7 21.6 9.9 3.7 3.0 0.5 0.3 Clarence Meyer, Winterset................................... . .  Meyer 541..................... ___  2258
100.76 85.36 82.5 19.1 3.2 8.1 3.0 0 .0 0 .4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.............................. . .U . S. Hybrid 35........... , . . .  Comp.
100.75 87.07 83.3 20.4 6.2 7.7 3.2 0.3 0.5 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111............. . .G -94................................ ___ 122950
100.71 87.12 87.9 20.4 5.1 7.7 3.1 0.5 2.0 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............ . .Pioneer 336................... ___  8600
T
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i A, S *  I m  *
SET
*100.70 85.29 83.2 19.0
100.64 87.48 80.7 22.3
*100.59 86.33 84.9 19.1
100.11 89.32 88.6 20.2
100.01 85.34 86.1 19.6
99.97 85,37 81.4 20.5
99.77 84.85 79.3 20.4
*99.63 87.71 87.6 21.1
99.42 83.05 80.6 . 19.1
99.20 86.04 84.6 21.7
98.95 83.21 81.0 19.2
98.53 84.59 77.8 20.2
98.37 83.95 83.3 19.5
97.91 82.86 75.5 20.7
97.52 81.60 76.0 21.0
97.00 82.01 81.8 19.2
96.71 78.18 73.1 19.6
96.19 82.81 83.5 19.3
95.70 85.18 84.7 , 22.0
*95.58 78.14 76.5 18.3
94.39 74.80 76.4 19.9
*94.29 78.61 77.8 21.3
93.10 77.45 78.8 22.8
89.89 69.07 81.9 19.9
86.21 83.7 20.0
3.7 7.7 3.2 0.7 0 .0
3.8 6.0 3.3 1.4 1.7
8.5 5.4 3.3 0.8 1.3
6.6 18.2 3.5 1.1 0.2
3.2 10.3 3.1 0.8 0.5
4.3 8 .4 3.3 0.3 0.3
7.0 4.9 3.3 0 .7 0.3
17.8 2.7 3.6 0.3 0.8
3.3 7.2 3.1 0.5 0.7
8.9 7.6 3.2 0 .2 0.7
4.3 8.8 2.9 0 .9 0.9
8.8 8.9 3.3 0.9 1.0
4.5 13.3 3 .0 1.0 1.1
8.8 5.6 3.4 0.6 1.3
5.1 7.7 3.4 0 .4 0.5
10.0 10.7 3.3 0.9 0.2
3 .4 5.1 3.0 0.8 0 .8
16.8 10.8 2.9 0.8 0.3
20.8 12.0 3.0 0 .2 0 .6
7.7 8.9 2.9 1.4 1.3
4 .4 5.5 2.9 0.7 1.0
7.9 12.7 2.8 0.2 0 .7
12.5 7.9 3.5 0 .4 0 .4
11.5 4.1 3.0 1.0 1.7
7.3 8.3 3.2 0.69 0.7
*Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4020..
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G-80............................
♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City........................... Iowealth B24. . . . .
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Illinois Hybrid 247 .
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind................Hoosier-Crost F.18
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ Maygold 39...............
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah................. .. 135R........................
♦Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.........................Reid National 129i.
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ Maygold 49.............
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 300.- --------
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa..................................1908................ ............
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111..............................Null N -42....................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G-169.. . . . . . .  ...........
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids........... U. S. Hybrid 13.........
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................123M.............................
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111..............................Null N -62....................
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ Maygold 5 9 . . . . . . . . .
Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111..................... Bear Hybrid OK-108
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 313D.............
♦Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111..............................Null N -69....................
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah. ......................129-1..............................
♦Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines...............Pioneei 3 0 4 ................
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa......................... Reid National 129 ...
Farmers Hybrid Seed Com Co., Hampton...........Farmers 688................


























•j* Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 5.72 bushels an acre are not considered significant.
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TABLE 13. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT ONE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT





















pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
108.52 90.56 81.3 23.5 0 .0 0 .8 3 .0 0 .4 0 .9 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................■ G-29..................................... . .  3840
108.44 90.66 85.6 21.3 7.5 1.0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue......................................... , .Iowa Hybrid 4316........... 152
108.35 90.83 88.6 21.4 6.3 2.5 3 .0 0 .6 0.1 Roy Fanselow, Dows................................................ • Iowa Hybrid 4316........... 185
106.78 87.85 85.8 23.0 1.9 1.0 3 .0 0.3 0 .0 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 341....................... 620
*106.70 87.12 85.3 22.8 0 .0 0.7 3 .0 0.7 0 .0 *Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111.................... . Bear Hybrid OK-29____
*106.70 86.80 82.8 20.2 4.7 1.0 3 .0 0.3 0.3 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 112L.......
105.52 .85 .59 80.8 21.6 5.2 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.3 Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen................................... . Schmitz 410...................... 4Ö0
105.12 83.11 83.9 20.2 1.0 0.0 3.0 0 .0 0.2 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids.; Pioneer 353....................... . .  4199
105.03 84.10 84.7 21.9 0.3 0.7 3 .0 0.0 0.7 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines. . . . . . . . . Pioneer 340....................... . .  12300
*103.25 80.85 82.5 19.8 0.7 1.4 2.8 0 .0 2.9 *Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............... . Pioneer 375.......................
103.04 83.23 84.7 24.9 2 .6 0.7 3.0 0 .0 0.1 Harry J. Lueck, Denison......................................... . Hi-Cal 110........................ 400
*102.90 84.73 83.1 21.3 13.0 6.0 3 .0 0 .0 0.3 *George M. Allee, Newell......................................... .Allee Hybrid 199.............
102.57 81.95 80.0 22.2 5 .6 2.1 3 .0 0 .0 0.1 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Indiana Hybrid 432.......
102.46 80.70 79.2 22.5 1.1 1.4 3 .0 0 .0 0.1 Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................ .22-H.................................... 650
102.18 79.65 77.8 20.9 1.1 2.1 2.0 0 .0 0 .8 Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................,214-H.............. .................. . . .  ( 240
102.14 80.95 80.6 22.4 3.8 2.1 3.0 0 .0 0 .0 Martin E. Sar, Charles City................................... .Iowa Hybrid 4316..........., . .  1200
102.00 80.29 83.6 22.3 1.7 1.0 3 .0 0 .0 1.7 Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue..................................... .C. 40................................... 55
101.83 79.48 83.3 22.1 0 .7 1.7 3 .0 0 .0 0.2 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction.............................. . Turner N 15A................... . .  1181
101.53 79.97 83.6 21.1 8.6 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.3 Louis Quirin, Alta......................................................; . Mellowdent 90................. 740
101.31 78.93 83.3 22.9 0.8 0 .8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 110j.......... . .  1299
101.25 78.22 83.3 21.2 2 .0 0 .7 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. .Ohio Hybrid K24............
101.14 80.36 75.3 23.3 5.2 2.2 3 .0 0 .0 0.2 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1940.................................... . . .  15Ö0
*100.82 78.11 79.4 22.4 1.1 0.7 3.0 0 .0 0 .9 *Farm Crops & Ü. S. D. A., Ames......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4049...........
100.78 79.04 86.9 24.2 1.6 0 .6 2.8 0 .0 0 .0 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 340........................ . .  9658
100.54 76.65 73.1 20.9 0.8 0 .8 2.8 0 .4 0.2 Donald D. Usher, Ottosen........................................ . Indiana Hybrid 210B. . .
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99.52 77.69 73.9 24.7 0 .0 3 .0 3 .0 0 .4 0.1
*99.44 78.70 79.4 22.7 11.9 1.1 3 .0 0.0 . 0.1
99.19 77.63 75.0 22.8 6.7 2.2 3 .0 0 .4 0.8
99.14 75.79 72.5 23.5 0.8 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.3
98.95 76.28 73.9 22.1 5.3 1.9 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6
98.50 73.90 67.5 21.9 0.0 1.2 2.8 0 .0 0 .0
98.34 75.04 71.4 22.6 2.7 2.3 3 .0 0 .0 0.2
98.29 74.26 71.0 22.8 1.4 0.5 2.8 0 .0 0 .0
98.21 76.95 79.4 21.6 12.2 4.2 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0
98.16 75.21 77.5 24.8 0 .4 1.1 3 .0 0 .0 0.3
97.92 72.84 68.3 22.1 0 .0 0 .0 2.8 0 .0 0.1
97.85 74.84 79.2 22.8 2.8 3.9 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4
97.63 72.22 67.8 21.7 0 .4 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0
97.15 72.37 84.7 22.3 2.0 0.3 3 .0 0 .0 0.3
96.26 72.81 71.0 21.7 5 .6 5 .6 3 .0 0 .0 0.3
96.25 70.13 70.3 21.4 0 .0 1.2 2.7 0 .0 0.1
96.14 71.91 69.4 22.1 6.0 1.6 3 .0 0 .0 0.0
96.14 70.99 72.5 23.5 0 .4 0 .0 2.7 0 .0 0 .0
94.51 68.70 62.8 22.7 0 .4 2.2 3 .0 0 .4 0.2
93.17 64.29 56.7 19.7 0 .0 1.0 2.7 0 .0 0.1
92.44 66.55 63.3 22.6 7.0 0.9 2.8 0 .0 0 .0
92.37 67.58 68.3 27.7 0 .0 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0
90.37 62.92 64.3 22.0 3.1 3.1 3 .0 0.5 0.9
83.14 50.19 51.0 21.4 0 .0 2.6 2.8 0 .0 0.1
77.34 76.5 22.3 3 .0 1.5 2 .9 0.09 0.3
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 8.24 bushels an
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton..........Farmers 322............................ 2058
*Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City...........................Iowealth White 15................  Exp.
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah....................... 116............................................. 2800
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................. G-114........................................ 42370
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..............................C17..................................    800
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................. Iowa Hybrid 4297................. 900
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind...............Hqosier-Crost F. 13..............  8500
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart.................. Iowa Hybrid 4249 ................. 500
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................Turner N 15........................... 2825
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................100R..........................................^'2000
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart.................. Iowa Hybrid 4297 ................. 500
H. E. Harper, Vinton................................................. Iowa Hybrid 303..................  300
Wm. P. Eno, Sheffield............................................... 461............................................  1000
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames....... ........................... Wisconsin Hyb. 645..............Comp.
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. Iowa Hybrid 931.................... Comp.
Epley Bros., Shell Rock................................ ............ Illinois Hybrid 101............... 900
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.......... Farmers 388...........................  1671
Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111..............................Lowe Improved Hyb. 22 . .  100
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................. 1942..........................................  1500
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................9 5 M ........................................ 500
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids...........Hawkeye M -10......................  2000
Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111..............................Lowe Improved Hyb. 1 4 .. 15000
Jonas J. Akre, Decorah.................. ....................... Iowa Hybrid 931.................. 200
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids............Hawkeye H A .........................  300
Average of all entries.
are not considered significant.
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TABLE 14. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT TWO, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT















Ear ears corn 
ht. pet. pet.
109.28 71.98 84.0 23.5 1.2 1.2 2.2 0 .0 0 .6
107.84 72.45 84.0 23.2 10.3 3.2 2 .4 0 .0 0 .6
106.85 69.80 84.0 22.3 6 .4 3.2 2.2 0 .0 0 .0
106.81 70.11 83.3 22.2 8.3 3 .0 2.5 0 .0 0.1
106.63 69.61 81.7 21.7 7.1 3.7 2.2 0 .0 0 .4
*105.70 70.32 83.6 25.1 8 .0 4.3 2.8 0 .0 0 .0
*105.11 68.39 80.3 21.1 5.2 10.4 3 .0 0 .0 0.1
*104.92 71.15 80.0 20.3 19.2 11.7 2.6 0 .0 0 .4
104.14 66.17 78.6 21.4 4.2 6 .0 2.3 0 .0 0.1
104.03 65.87 78.1 23.0 5 .3 0 .4 2.2 0 .0 0 .4
102.63 64.42 79.4 21.1 10.8 0 .4 2 .0 0 .0 0.5
102.04 65.06 86.0 23.9 4.7 6 .6 3 .0 0 .4 0.2
101.96 63.78 80.6 19.9 4.1 11.0 2.7 0 .0 0 .0
101.90 63.63 80.0 22.1 1.7 8.3 2 .4 0 .0 0 .0
101.72 65.47 75.6 22.9 13.6 2.9 2.7 0 .0 1.3
101.70 63.83 76.4 21.1 10.9 2.9 2.2 0 .0 0.5
101.64 67.9.4 78.6 22.2 , 18.4 12.0 3 .0 0 .4 0 .4
101.62 65.35 73.1 21.2 6.5 14.8 3 .0 0 .0 0.2
101.14 63.67 79.7 24.2 9.2 0 .0 2 .4 0 .0 0 .8
100.94 61.89 72.5 22.9 3.8 0.8 2.3 0 .0 1.3
100.92 62.50 76.9 23.8 5.1 1.4 2.2  ' 0 .0 0.2
100.76 64.33 78.6 21.2 13.1 8.5 2.7 0 .0 0.2
100.62 62.19 77.7 21.7 9.9 1.7 2 .4 0 .0 0 .0
100.58 63.45 84.0 25.1 5 .6 4 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6
100.41 64.37 80.0 23.9 15.8 2.1 2 .0 0 .0 0 .0
Ñame, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G-29._.......................................  3840
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen..................................... Schmitz 410...........................  400
Louis Quirin, Alta........................................................Mellowdent 90.............   740
Martin E. Sar, Charles City............................ .. Iowa Hybrid 4316...............  1200
Roy Fanselow, Dows.................................................. Iowa Hybrid 4316................  185
*Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111......................Bear Hybrid OK-29.............  Exp.
*Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.........................Reid National 112L---------   Exp.
♦George M. Allee, Newell------------- ---------- ------------ Allee Hybrid 199..................  Exp.
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..............................C17...........................................  800
Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue.......................................C . 40.........................................  55
Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................................214-H.......................................  240
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................100R.........................................  2000
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................Turner N 15........................... 2825
Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue...........................................Iowa Hybrid 4316...............  152
H. E. Harper, Vinton.................................................Iowa Hybrid 303................  300
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.......... Farmers 388...........................  1671
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa..................................1940.................................   1500
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................116............................................. 2800
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............... Pioneer 340.............................  12300
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart...................Iowä Hybrid 4249................ 500
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ .G -114 .....................................  42370
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind...............Hoosier-Crost F. 1 3 .............  8500
Donald D. Usher, Ottosen........................................ Indiana Hybrid 210B.......... 75
Roland Holden, Williamsburg........................... —  22-H......................................   650
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Com Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 341............................ 620
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*100.32 58.82 75.6 19.2
100.31 62.39 80.3 23.5
100.09 62.79 74.7 26.8
99.96 60.86 78.6 22.9
99.80 60.19 80.7 22.3
99.67 61.42 77.8 20.3
99.57 60.34 71.7 23.5
99.50 60.72 71.1 22.6
98.84 62.24 79.0 21.7
98.25 60.40 76.3 20.3
97.98 59.72 73.1 23.5
*96.84 57.36 72.9 20.0
96.37 57.50 71.4 20.5
95.94 57.09 72.3 20.9
95.66 58.36 71.7 24.2
95.45 62.45 72.5 20.3
94.72 53.62 64.6 22.1
94.38 58.07 76.3 22.4
*94.34 59.64 81.0 23.3
93.73 54.74 71.1 26.4
93.43 52.96 69.4 21.5
92.63 52.82 78.9 22.0
92.35 53.63 73.0 24.6
87.90 51.53 59.0 21.8
62.40 76.9 22.4
0.7 2.2 2.2, 0 .0 0.5
7.3 2^4 2.8 0 .0 0.7
3.7 2.2 2.3 0 .0 0.1
3.9 2.1 2 .0 0 .0 0.7
0 .4 5 .0 2.8 0 .0 0.5
11.4 5 .0 2.7 0 .0 0.2
1.6 2.7 2.0 0.0 1.0
6.3 2.3 2.5 0 .0 0.8
15.6 5.1 2.6 0 .0 1.5
13.1 6.6 2.5 0.0 0 .4
4.6 6.8 3 .0 0.0 0.0
13.1 1.7 2.8 0 .0 0 .0
16.0 0.8 2.0 0 .0 0 .4
15.2 1.4 2.0 0 .0 0.2
7.0 9.3 2.8 0 .0 0.7
11.5 33.3 2.8 0 .8 0.0
5.2 0 .0 2.0 0 .0 0 .0
23.5 2.7 2.5 0.0 0.7
25.9 6.2 2.8 0 .0 0.2
0 .8 5.1 2.5 0.0 0.7
8.8 1.6 2 .0 0 .0 0.5
11.3 1.4 2 .0 0 .0 1.2
5 .0 8.2 2.2 0 .0 0 .0
14.7 20.3 2.8 0 .0 0.3
8.9 5.3 2.5 0.03 0 .4
♦Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.. . . . . . .Pioneer 375...............
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 340...............
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...........Farmers 322..............
Epley Bros., Shell Rock.............................................Illinois Hybrid 101.
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.........................Reid National llOj.
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................Turner N 15A...........
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand..............................Iowa Hybrid 4297..
Wm. P. Eno, Sheffield................................................ 461............. ................
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames .................................Indiana Hybrid 432
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 353...............
Harry J. Lueck, Denison ......................................... Hi-Cal 1 1 0 ...............
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4049..
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. Ohio Hybrid K 24 ...
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................95 M .............................
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa....................... ........ . 1942........... .................
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames. .................................Iowa Hybrid 931..-.
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart...................Iowa Hybrid 4297..
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids........... Hawkeye M -10.........




















Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, III..............................Lowe Improved Hyb. 14 . .  15000
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids...........Hawkeye H A .........................  300
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. Wisconsin Hyb. 645.............Comp.
Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111........ .....................Lowe Improved Hyb. 22 . .  100
Jonas J. Akre, Decorah............................................. Iowa Hybrid 931..................  200
Average of all entries'.
* Experimental entries. . , , x , , . .c
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 7.32 bushels an acre are not considered significant.
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Ear ears corn 
ht. pet. pet.
112.34 94.42 89.7 35.4 4 .6 0 .0 3.3 0 .0 0 .4
110.09 89.38 83.6 34.6 1.0 0.7 2.8 0 .0 0 .0
*109.67 93.76 94.4 39.4 5 .6 0 .0 3.2 0 .0 1.2
108.87 91.81 91.7 39.4 3.3 0 .6 3.2 0 .0 0.1
108.71 91.22 89.2 39.4 2.2 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6
108.22 90.95 90.8 39.4 1.2 0 .9 3.2 0 .0 2.7
107.93 89.29 82.2 39.4 0 .0 0 .0 2.7 0 .0 0 .0
106.66 86.69 87.2 37.1 1.9 1.3 3 .0 0 .0 1.6
106.49 87.81 86.4 37.1 8.7 0 .6 3 .0 0.3 0.5
105.27 85.34 83.3 38.3 2.7 0.3 3.2 0 .0 1.4
104.42 82.00 78.6 35.4 5 .0 0 .0 3.2 0 .0 0 .4
104.00 84.54 83.6 39.4 4.3 0.3 3.2 0 .0 1.1
103.41 85.07 83.3 41.7 2.7 0.7 3.5 0 .0 1.1
*103.29 84.67 82.8 40.6 6.7 0 .0 3.8 0 .0 0.2
102.79 84.76 85.6 40.6 7.5 1.6 3 .7 0.3 1.0
101.98 81.13 81.4 40.6 0 .0 0 .0 3.2 0 .0 1.2
101.68 81.57 82.5 41.7 1.0 0 .0 3.2 0 .0 0 .4
101.23 80.87 78.3 41.7 1.1 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0  . 0 .4
*101.16 77.36 82.5 36.3 2.7 0 .0 3.2 0 .0 2 .0
*100.91 84.16 89.2 38.3 22.7 3.1 3.2 0 .0 0 .7
100.42 83.93 82.5 39.4 22.6 2 .4 3 .3 0 .0 0 .4
99.83 79.00 75.6 41.7 ' 0.7 0 .4 3 .0 0 .0 1.7
99.75 75.42 79.4 36.3 2.8 2.1 2 .8 0 .0 0.8
99.70 75.42 78.9 37.1 2.8 0 .4 3.2 0 .0 0 .4
*99.56 80.47 84.4 40.6 12.8 0 .3 3.2 0 .0 0.3
Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
Iowa Hybrid 4316...............  185
214-H.....................SB............ 240
Bear Hybrid O K -29 .. . . . .  Exp.
Schmitz 410. . ......................  400
Pioneer 341............................ 620
Pioneer 340 ...........................  12300
G-29..................   3840
Iowa Hybrid 4316...............  152
Mellowdent 90...................... 740
C17.............      800
461..................... .. 1000
Iowa Hybrid 4316...............  1200
2 2 -H ............   <550
Reid National 112L............  Exp.
Hi-Cal 110............    400
.G -114.............................    42370
, Pioneer 340............   9658
. C .40 ........................................  55
.Pioneer 3 7 5 .......................... Exp.
.Allee Hybrid 199.................. Exp.
. Iowa Hybrid 303.................. 300
. Iowa Hybrid 4297................ 900
.Pioneer 353................    4199
. Indiana Hybrid 210B.........  75
. Iowa Hybrid 4049............    Exp.
Roy Fanselow, Dows..................................................
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................
♦Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111.....................
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen...................... ..
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids,
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................
Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue.........................................
Louis Quirin, Alta......................- .............................
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad............................
Wm. P. Eno, Sheffield....................................... .. • -
Martin E. Sar, Charles City...................................
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................
♦Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.......................
Harry J. Lueck, Denison.........................................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111......... ......
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids
Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue............. .......................
♦Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines..............
♦George M. Allee, Newell......... • • • .........................
H. E. Harper, Vinton..................... .........................
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand......................• • •
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids
Donald D. Usher, Ottosen........ .............................
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.........................
884
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99.31 78.52 75.8 38.3 11.0 1.5 3.5 1.5 0 .699.21 82.95 82.8 38.3 24.5 3 .0 3.3 0.3 4.7
99.17 80.53 80.8 38.3 18.9 2.4 3.3 0.3 1.598.87 73.38 82.2 35.4 3.4 0.7 2.3 0.3 1.698.74 78.67 78.6 42.9 2.1 0.4 2.8 0 .0 2.2
98.32 76.08 75.6 40.6 2.2 1.1 3.0 0 .0 0 .7
98.23 76.39 75.3 39.4 6.3 2.2 3.5 0 .0 1.098.04 73.29 79.2 37.1 4.9 0 .0 2.7 0.0 0 .6
98.03 77.35 81.9 41.7 5.1 1.4 3.5 0 .0 1.0
97.84 77.49 81.9 41.7 6 .4 1.0 3.5 0.0 1.7
97.84 76.08 75.0 39.4 7.0 2.6 3.5 0 .0 1.0
97.30 73.70 69.4 40.6 0.0 0 .8 3 .0 0 .0 0.2
96.32 74.27 81.9 40.6 5.8 2.4 3.8 0 .0 1.2
95.42 73.99 78.9 39.4 13.4 0.7 3 .0 0 .0 3.4
94.62 68.94 71.4 39.4 2.0 0 .4 3 .0 0 .0 0.2
94.36 69.76 71.4 38.3 9 .0 0.8 2.7 0 .0 1.0
94.30 70.77 74.2 38.3 8.2 4.9 3.5 0 .0 2.0
94.26 70.63 72.8 41.7 1.9 1.2 2.8 0.0 1.4
93.67 68.15 70.6 40.6 1.2 0.0 3.0 0 .0 0.5
*93.59 76.82 77.8 41.7 28.6 1.1 3.2 0 .4 2.8
90.41 66.47 66.9 44.0 1.2 0 .4 3.2 0.0 3 .4
89.96 64.27 64.2 39.4 10.8 0.9 3.2 0.0 '1 .4
88.41 58.05 62.5 35.4 8 .4 1.3 2.8 0 .0 0.7
85.30 57.81 57.8 37.1 17.3 5.3 3.7 0 .0 0.9
78.89 79.5 39.2 6.7 1.1 3.2 0.07 1.2
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa..................................1940.............................  1500
Jowa Agf- Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Indiana Hybrid 432.’. ’. ’. ! ! !  Comp.
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................ Turner N ISA.......................  1181
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Wisconsin Hyb. 645..............Comp.
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart..................Iowa Hybrid 4249 ................. 500
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...........Farmers 322...............    2058
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa..................................1942...........................  1500
Epley Bros., Shell Rock.............................................Illinois Hyb. 1 0 1 . . ! ! ! ! ! ! !  900
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind............... Hoosier-Crost F. 13..............  8500
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................100R............    2000
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah................. .... .116...........................................  2800
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart...................Iowa Hybrid 4297____ !!  ' 500
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................ Turner N 15..........................  2825
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Ohio Hybrid K24...................Comp.
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa......................... Reid National 110j................  1299
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................95M ...................... '.............. 500
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Iowa Hybrid 9 3 1 . . . ! . ! ! ! !  Comp.
Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111.. ........... .............. Lowe Improved Hyb. 2 2 . . .  100
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...........Farmers 388........................   1671
♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City............................ Iowealth White 15...............  Exp.
Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111.. ..................: . .  .Lowe Improved Hyb. 14 .. 15000
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids............Hawkeye M -10..........  2000
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids............Hawkeye H A ......................... 300
Jonas J. Akre, Decorah.............................. ■..............Iowa Hybrid 931................ .' 200
Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 8.86 bushels an acre are not considered significant.
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TABLE 16. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT FOUR, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT 





















pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
106.84 89.51 78.9 22.7 Ö.0 1.4 3 .0 0 .0 1.8 Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue......................................... . Iowa Hybrid 4316.......... 152
106.81 88.85 82.8 ,22.4 0.3 1.0 2.7 0.0 0.1 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. . Pioneer 341....................... . .  5800
106.77 90.94 81.4 23.5 0.3 6.5 3.0 0.0 0.5 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.’. . . . . Farmers 439..................... . . .  2455
106.05 87.48 77.9 21.9 0.0 0.5 3.0 0.0 1.6 Louis Quirin, Alta...................................................... . Mellowdent 94............... 380
105.49 87.84 75.7 24.3 0.0 0.9 3 .0 0.0 0.1 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 339....................... 865
105.41 88.20 78.3 24.0 0.0 2.5 3.0 0.4 0.9 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction.............................. . Turner S 55 ...................... . . .  2327
*104.74 85.49 81.9 21.8 0.0 1.7 3.0 0.0 1.2 *Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames................ . Iowa Hybrid 4298.......... .. . Exp.
104.62 85.71 76.7 23.3 0.0 0.4 3.0 0.0 0.2 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111................... . Bear Hybrid OK-24. . . . . .  1100
104.34 86.62 73.0 24.0 0.5 2.3 3.0 0 .0 1.6 John Li Clarke & Sons, Conrad............................ . C57..................................... . . .  3800
104.31 84.44 80.7 22.2 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.3 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ . G-16.................................. . . .  5790
104.08 85.61 74.7 23.6 0.0 2.2 3.0 0.0 0.7 Eden Valley Hybrid, Vinton.................................. .U. S. Hybrid 35............. 500
104.01 87.46 78.3 26.5 0.0 2.7 3.0 0 .0 0.7 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.......................... .ACE 395......................... . . .  1600
103.95 88.41 71.3 25.5 0.9 8.4 3.6 0.5 0.4 O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................ . Iowa Hybrid 3110.......... t
*103.88 85.26 72.7 22.1 0 .0 4.1 3.0 0.0 2.6 ♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4295.......... Exp.
103.63 85.08 79.0 24.0 0.0 2.1 3 .0 0.0 0.6 Harry J. Lueck, Denison......................................... . Hi-Cal 110........................ 400
103.48 83.03 72.8 22.2 0 .0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0 .0 Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................ . 214-H................................. 240
*103.47 90.06 82.8 30.7 0.0 5.7 3.0 0.0 0.8 *Genetics Section, Ames.................. ......................... .3301 x 3302.................... . . .  Exp.
102.40 82.10 75.4 23.1 0.0 0.6 2.5 0.0 0.4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 4249......... . . .  Comp.
102.13 86.69 80.0 27.8 0.0 8.0 3.0 0.0 1.1 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Illinois Hybrid 374. . . . . . . Comp.
102.07 83.56 75.8 25.6 0.0 1.7 3.0 0.6 0.3 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 118R. . . . . .  7287
102.02 83.11 74.2 24.7 0.0 2.6 3.0 0.0 0.7 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.......................... .ACE 53............................ . . .  375
101.99 81.25 68.7 22.6 0 .0 1.0 2.8 0 .0 0 .4 Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen................................... .Schmitz 410.................... 400
101.97 81.29 71.9 22.4 0.0 1.5 3.0 0 .4 0.3 Jacobsen Hybrid Corn Co., Lake View .............. . J-39.................................... . . . 1200
101.93 81.40 67.5 22.8 0 .0 1.7 3 .0 0 .0 0.2 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............. ................... . Iowa Hybrid 306........... . . . Comp.
101.90 82.84 71.7 25.0 0 .0 1.7 3.0 0.0 0.5 H. E. Harper, Vinton............................................... . Iowa Hybrid 4060........ 400
101.65 81.36 80.0 23.6 0.0 1.0 2.7 0 .4 0.1 Chas. J. Cornelius, Bellevue................................... . Indiana Hyb. 416B. . . . 260
101.13 80.57 68.3 24.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.6 Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue.................................... . C .40 ................................. 55
*101.11 80.65 75.8 23.5 0 .0 0.7 2.5 0 .0 1.6 ♦Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111................... . Bear Hybrid OK-103 . . . . . Exp.
101.08 80.43 70.3 23.5 0.0 1.4 2.8 0 .0 0.3. Clyde Black & Son, Ames....................................... . 939A................................. . . . 1775
100.92 79.07 71.9 21.3 0.0 1.9 3 .0 0 .4 0 .6 Roy Fanselow, Dows................................................ . Iowa Hybrid 3553........ 270
b -■ ■
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100.89 81.96 72.7 25.0 0.5 3.2 3 .0 0; 9 ‘ 0 .0
100.74 79.35 72.2 23.0 0 .0 0 .4 2.3 0.0 0 .4
100.60 79.48 69.7 21.8 0.8 3 .6 3 .0 0 .0 1.0
100.37 79.19 71.0 22.2 0 .0 2 .4 3 .0 0 .9 1.3
*100.23 78.72 70.3 23.3 0 .0 0 .4 3 .0 0 .0 0.3
99.81 79.19 70.3 24.0 0 .4 2 .4 3 .0 0 .4 0 .4
99.78 81.73 72.5 28.3 1.2 0.8 3 .0 0 .0 1.0
*99.74 84.59 83.1 31.7 0.0 5.4 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6
99.70 78.07 72.2 23.3 0 .4 0.8 2.8 0 .4 0.0
99.61 79.79 72.7 24.9 0.5 1.8 3 .0 0 .0 2.7
99.60 79.03 73.6 24.7 0 .4 1.1 3.0 0 .0 1.0
*99.16 80.59 74.0 27.8 0.9 0.9 3.0 0 .0 1.8
98.89 77.63 70.0 22.3 0 .0 5.2 3.6 1.0 IS®
98.85 79.37 77.8 26.0 1.4 3.2 3.0 0 .4 0 .4
98.22 76.20 70.3 22.8 0 .0 4.0 3.0 0 .0 0.9
98.06 75.22 63.3 22.7 0 .0 1.3 3.0 0 .0 0.9
97.88 75.13 62.0 21.6 0.5 4.8 3 .0 0 .0 0.5
97.74 74.66 67 ¿0 22.5 0.5 1.0 3 .0 0 .0 1.0
*97.36 75.82 71.0 25.6 0 .0 1.4 3 .0 0 .0 0.2
*97.18 79.81 76.7 31.7 0 .0 T.2 3.2 0 .4 0 .6
96.37 72.94 70.0 21.9 0 .0 5.4 3 .0 0 .0 0.6
96.32 75.94 66.7 27.4 0 .0 2.9 3 .0 0 .0 1.3
*96.08 74.46 64.4 26.9 0 .0 0 .4 2.8 0 .0 0 .6
96.01 74.64 66.7 26.0 0 .0 2.1 3.0 0.8 1.7
95.47 75.91 70.0 29.2 0 .0 4.8 3.0 0 .0 0.2
95.14 70.30 58.6 22.7 0.0 0.5 2.7 0 .0 0.7
94.97 72.81 67.1 26.9 0.0 1.2 3 .0 0 .0 0.3
*94.94 76.59 70.3 32.7 0 .4 1.2 3 .0 0 .0 0.5
94.60 73.84 67.5 29.3 0 .0 1.2 3 .0 0.0 0.7
94.01 73.22 63.3 29.7 0.7 0 .0 3 .0 0.0 1.6
93.43 70.17 61.1 26.9 0 .0 0.5 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4
92.71 69.49 60.7 26.9 0.6 1.1 3.2 0 .0 1.1
*85.75 62.27 60.0 33.3 0.0 0 .9 3 .0 0.0 1.1
85.53 59.40 48.3 29.7 0 .0 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 1.2
80.03 71.8 25.0 0.2 2.1 2.9 0.12 0.8
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah............... .. 100R.............................
Epley Bros. Shell Rock..............................................Iowa Hybrid 4297. . .
Malcolm H. Grieve, Pierson.................................... Iowa Hybrid 3 0 3 .. . .
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. Iowa Hybrid 9 3 9 .. . .
*Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........» ................Iowa Hybrid 4284...
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn.,, Ames................................... Indiana Hybrid 608C
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G-37..............................
♦Genetics Section, Ames..............................................3334 x 3335...............
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames. .................................Illinois Hybrid 751. .
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 22-H...............................
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................Pioneer 340..................
♦Peck Bros., LaPorte City..........................................A 1 ..................................
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................116.................................
W. O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................118M.......... ...................
Clyde Black & Son, Ames....................................... .. Iowa Hybrid 9 3 9 ... .
J. C. Horlacher, Storm Lake.................................... Mellowdent 96A........
Edward J. Funk & Sons,. Kentland, Ind............... Hoosier-Crost F. 13 .
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids........... Hawkeye M -10...........
*Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................. 1941................ .





















Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa.................................. 1942.......................................... 1500
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............................... Turner S 52 ...........................  1736
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4338................  Exp.
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Iowa Hybrid 4059..................Comp.
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 333..............  ......... 17974
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand.............................. Iowa Hybrid 4297 .<..............  900
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton...........Farmers 488........................... 2951
♦Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111....................... .. Lowe Improved Hyb. 555 . Exp^
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................977M ........................................ 120o
Lowe Bros. Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111.............. .. .Lowe Improved Hyb. 520. 10000
Feldcom Co., Breda................................................... Feldcorn 853 A ...................... 400
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids...........Hawkeye M -14......................  2000
♦Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.............. .......... Reid National 119...............  Exp.
Herman Hamann, Anthon........................................Hamann Hybrid 315............ 1500
Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries. . . .  . .
")* Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 9.37 bushels an acre are not considered significant, 
j  Produced in 1941.
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TABLE 17. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT FIVE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT
LOCATED NEAR CLARION IN WRIGHT COUNTY.
Perform- ' Acre , Lodging Dropped Damaged
ance yield Stand Moist. pet. Ear ears corn . . .
score bu.t pet. pet. root stalk ht. pet. pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
107.40 110.89 86.7 20.2 0.3 2.9 3.2 0 .0 0.2
106.98 110.73 84.4 19.8 1.6 3.3 4.2 0 .0 1.7
*106.91 112.95 91.7 23.6 1.2 3.6 3.7 0 .0 0.2
106.58 109.61 86.7 20.6 0.3 1.6 4.0 0 .0 1.6
*106.52 110.07 87.2 20.1 2.2 3.8 3.2 0 .0 0.6
106.38 109.09 85.0 20.6 0 .0 2.9 3.7 0 .0 0.1
*105.06 104.56 84.7 18.2 0.0 0 .0 2.8 0 .0 2.5
*104.62 106.30 84.4 21.9 1.0 1.0 3.5 0 .0 0 .0
104.33 103.75 81.9 19.9 0.3 0 ,0 3 .0 0.0 0 .0
104.19 105.21 87.5 20.3 4.1 1.0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0
103.91 105.88 86.4 22.0 1.9 1.6 3.7 0.3 1.1
103.74 103.88 83.3 20.4 1.7 ¿: 1.7 3 .0 0.0 0 .0
*103.63 103.92 88.9 20.3 1.9 0.9 3 .0 0 .0 1.6
103.63 104.86 85.8 21.6 1.0 2.3 3.3 0 .0 1.1
103.55 104.87 85.6 *21.2 3.9 2 .0 3.5 0 .0 0 .0
*103.43 103.19 78.6 21.5 0 .0 0 .4 4 .0 0.0 0 .0
103.40 104.18 83.1 21.6 0.3 2.7 3 .0 0 .0 0.6
103.01 102.73 82.8 20.7 0 .0 2.7 3 .0 0 .0 0.8
102.63 102.32 82.5 19.6 4 .4 2.7 3.0 0 .0 0.2
102.51 101.79 89.4 20.1 0 .0 4.0 3,7 0 .6 0 .4
102.03 99.05 87.2 18.7 0 .0 1.9 3 .0 0 .0 0.6
102.02 101.36 81.4 21.2 0.7 2.1 3.5 0 .0 1.4
101.81 99.66 75.8 19.1 2.6 2.2 , 3 .0 0 .0 0.2
101.65 98.92 82.0 19.4 2.0 0.8 3.8 0 .0 0 .0
*101.58 102.68 82.2 24.7 0 .0 1.4 4.0 0.0 1.4
101.52 100.92 80.0 21.3 2.8 2 .4 3.2 0 .0 0 .4
101.32 100.19 86.9 22.2 0.3 1.6 3.2 0 .0 0 .4
' 101.18 100.83 86.4 21.8 4.2 1.3 3 .0 0 .0 0 .8  '
100.50 97.63 78.9 20.7 0 .0 2.8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0
*100.36 100.74 92.2 24.7 0 .0 3.6 3.5 0 .0 0.6
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.. , ...................
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................ .
♦Genetics Section, Ames............................................
Eden Valley Hybrid, Vinton............. .....................




.U. S. Hybrid 35...................






H. E. Harper, Vinton........................................
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames................
♦Peck Bros., LaPorte City........................................
. Iowa Hybrid 4060.............
. Iowa Hybrid 4298.............






Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co.,jDes]Moines.............. . Pioneerl341......................... . 5800
Harry J. Lueck, Denispn.........................................
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen...................................
♦Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111............. ..
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids 
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction..............................
. Hi-Cal 110..........................
.Schmitz 410........................
. Bear Hybrid OK-103. . . .
. Pioneer 339.........................






♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City.........................
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................
Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue.........................................
Malcolm H. Grieve, Pierson...................... ............
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................
. Iowealth B17......................
. Indiana Hybrid 608C. . . .
.Iowa Hybrid 4316.............








W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont................. ..
Roy Fanselow, Dows........... ....................................
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction..............................
♦Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111............................
. Mellowdent 94...................
. 118M....................................
. Iowa Hybrid 3553.............
. Turner S 52 ........................






Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton........
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty..........................
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines..............





.Reid National 118R. . . . .  
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100.34 98.30 77.2 21.6 1.4 1.4 3.3 0 .0 1.0 Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111............................ .Lowe Improved Hyb. 520. 10000*100.15 97.29 78.3 19.2 3 .9 1.1 3 .0 0 .0 2.7 *Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4284............. Exp.99.90 96.11 77.2 19.3 1.4 3 .6 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind............. . Hoosier-Crost F. 13........... . 85ÖO99.62 95.48 78.6 18.9 0 .0 0 .7 2.3 0 .0 5.2 Roland Holden, Williamsburg........................... .... ,214-H.................................... 240*99.39 95.64 76.4 21.0 1.1 1.1 3.5 0 .0 0 .4 *Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1941...................................... • Exp.
99.28 96.17 79.2 21.5 0.7 2.1 3.7 0 .0 1.1 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 333......................... ; 1797499.15 95.86 75.8 21.2 3 .7 0 .7 3.3 0 .0 0 .0 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad............................ .C57............................... .. . 380099.10 95.61 77.2 21.2 0 .4 3.2 3.5 0 .0 0.3 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................ .Iowa Hybrid 4059............. . Comp.98.62 93.82 71.9 21.2 0 .8 0 .0 2.8 0 .0 0.3 O. W. Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................ . Iowa Hybrid 4297............. 90098.44 94.77 78.1 21.6 0 .7 1.8 3.5 0 .0 2 .0 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... . 100R..................................... . 2000
98.29 93.63 74.2 20.2 2.6 0.8 3 .0 0 .0 1.7 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 306............... . Comp.98.19 95.22 77.5 19.7 10.0 1.8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .3 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111................... . Bear Hybrid OK-24........... . 11Ó0
98.19 95.43 75.0 21.0 5 .6 4.1 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 Jacobsen Hybrid Corn Co., Lake View............... . J-39......................................... 1200
97.97 93.52 75.3 21.3 2.2 1.9 2.8 0 .0 0 .0 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ . G-16........................................ 579097.70 95.20 81.1 20.7 7.5 4 .1 3.5 0.3 0 .8 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... .116.................................. .. . . . 2800
97.54 92.31 70.8 20.6 3.9 0 .4 3.7 0 .0 0.2 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont........................ .977M ...................................... 1200
97.49 91.66 72.8 21.0 0 .0 1.5 3 .0 0 .0 0.2 Clyde Black & Son, Ames....................................... .939A........................................ 177597.41 92.37 71.1 20.3 2.3 3.9 2.8 0 .0 0 .0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 4249............... : Comp.97.27 93.28 81.4 21.2 1.0 3 .8 3.2 0 .0 3.3 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 939........... Comp.97.26 90.73 73.9 20.3 0 .4 0 .8 2.7 0 .0 0.7 Epley Bros., Shell Rock................. ......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4297............... 900
*96.58 90.53 1 71.1 21.9 0 .4 0.8 3.8 0 .0 0.5 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 119............... Exp.
96.36 91.51 71.4 23.2 2 .0 0 .8 3.7 0 .0 0 .4 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.......... . Farmers 488.......................... 295196.16 91.98 79.7 22.5 6.3 1.4 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. . Illinois Hybrid 751............. Comp.
96.00 92.39 78.3 22.6 4 .6 4.3 3.3 0.7 0.2 Clyde Black & Son, Ames......................................... Iowa Hybrid 939................. 105095.94 87.55 68.3 19.9 0 .0 0 .8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 J. C. Horlacher, Storm Lake...................................., Mellowdent 96A.................. 200
95.68 90.03 74.7 21.9 2.6 1.9 3.3 0 .0 1.3 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................. G-37........................................ 9750
95.60 87.97 73.6 20.6 1.5 1.1 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Chas. J. Cornelius, Bellevue. . ................................ , Indiana Hybrid 416B......... 260
94.88 86.24 68.7 20.6 0.5 0.5 2.8 0 .0 0.6 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids . ......... Hawkeye M -10..................... 2000
94.01 85.85 73.3 21.9 0 .4 0.0 3 .0 0 .0 2 .4 Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue........................................ C .40........................................ 55*93.82 86.78 69.2 24.0 0 .8 0.8 3 .0 0 .0 0.3 ♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4338............... Exp.
93.78 86.55 66.7 18.9 7.1 4.2 3.5 0 .0 2.6 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa.................................. 1942........................................ 1500
91.37 81.37 63.6 22.4 0 .0 3.1 3.2 0 .0 0.6 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids........... Hawkeye M -14..................... 2000
91.27 80.18 58.3 20.1 1.0 4.8 3.3 0 .0 0.3 Herman Mamann, Anthon........................................ Hamann Hybrid 315.......... 1500
90.89 78.78 62.2 21.3 0.5 0.5 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 Feldcorn Co., Breda................................................... Feldcorn 853 A ..................... 400
97.39 78.8 21.0 1.8 1.9 3.3 0.03 0 .8 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries .of less than 9.52 bushels an acre are not considered significant. 
I  Produced in 1941. '
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TABLE 18. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT SIX, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT















Ear ears corn 
ht. pet. pet.
♦110;70 103.09 92.5 24.6 0 .0 0 .0 2.8 0 .0 0 .4
109.47 103.14 89.4 25.9 0 .0 0 .0 3.3 0.6 4 .6
*109.20 104.06 84.4 28.2 0.3 2 .0 3.8 0 .0 2.1
108.14 100.91 88.3 23.5 8.2 0.9 2.7 0 .0 2.5
*107.81 100.53 83.9 27.7 0.3 0.3 3.8 0 .0 0.8
107.80 98.19 85.6 23.6 2 .0 0.7 3 .3 0 .0 0.8
107.53 98.10 83.3 24.3 1.3 0.3 3.3 0.7 0.7
*107.39 97.28 84.7 23.5 2.3 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.6
107.31 97.40 80.6 24.2 0 .0 1.4 3.3 0 .0 0.7
107.29 99.19 82.8 25.9 0 .0 1.0 3.8 0 .0 3.5
106.58 95.67 81.4 23.0 3 .4 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0
106.31 95.53 85.3 23.6 0 .0 0.7 2.7 0.3 2.2
105.75 96.84 84.2 24.9 3.3 2.0 3.3 0 .0 3 .0
*105.63 95.29 81.7 24.2 2.4 1.4 3.0 0 .0 1.3
105.35 92.40 78.1 22.5 0 .0  ' 0 .0  . 2 .0 0 .0 0.5
105.07 95.94 82.8 25.9 4.7 0 .0 3.2 0.3 1.6
105.07 96.32 76.7 23.9 7.3 3.3 4 .0 0 .4 2 .4
104.84 94.12 81.7 23.9 5.1 0.3 3 .0 0.0 i . i
104.76 96.36 84.2 22.3 15.2 0.3 3 .0 0 .0 4 .0
*104.55 94.22 81.1 26.4 0 .0 0 .0 3 .0 0.3 2 .0
104.35 94.50 84.2 25.9 3 .6 1.3 3.7 0 .0 1.0
103.77 92.71 81.4 23.9 4 .4 0 .0 3.5 0 .0 3.8
103.66 92.35 83.6 25.0 1.3 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 3 .4
103.38 92.50 75.8 23.6 2.9 0 .4 3.2 0 .0 7.5
*103.30 89.50 74.2 23.1 . 0 .8 0.0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6
102.99 94.48 82.2 28.7 1.7 0.3 3.5 0.3 5.1
102.83 90.92 75.0 25.5 0 .0 1.1 3.3 0 .0 2 .4
102.64 93.18 78.3 26.8 4.3 0 .0 3 .0 0 .4 5.2
102.05 91.46 77.8 22.9 16.4 0 .0 2 .8 0.7 0 .4
101.76 86.91 66.9 23.4 0 .0 0 .4 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4
Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
*Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111......................Bear Hvbrid OK-103........... Exp.
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 339............................ »05
♦Genetics Section, Ames.............................................. | ® §  x 3302............................
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................Pioneer 3 4 1 . . . , . . . . . .  . . . .  5800
♦Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111.............................Lowe Improved Hyb. 555. Exp.
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty........................... ACE 5 3 .......... .......................  375
H. E. Harper, Vinton..................................................Iowa Hybrid 4060 ................ 400
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... Iowa Hybrid 4298................  Exp.
Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................22-H . . . . . . . ............................ 25V
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................. .............. Turner S 52............................ 1736
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen....................................Schmitz 410. .........................  400
Louis Quirin, Alta.......................................................Mellowdent 94........................ 380
Harry J. Lueck, Denison...........................................Ht-fia^llO . j  • • • .................. 400
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.......... .................Iowa Hybrid 4295................  Exp.
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 214-H............   24U
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty........................... ACE 3 9 5 .. . .  . . . . . . ..........  *$00
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand.............................Iowa Hybrid 3110.................  i
Emil J. Kruger, Bellevue...........................................Iowa Hybrid 4316................. 152
Malcolm H. Grieve, Pierson.................................... Iowa Hybrid 303...................  iou
♦Peck Bros., LaPorte City.......................................... A 1 ............... ......................... • • Exp
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. Illinois Hybrid 374................. Comp .
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton..........Farmers 439 ...........................  2455
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. Pioneer 3 4 0 ........................... 12300
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. Iowa Hybrid 4059..................Comp.
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames...........................Iowa Hybrid 4284------- . . . .  Exp.
Eden Valley Hybrid, Vinton.. . . . . . . . .  ■ • • • S p  s - Hybrid 35...................  500
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 333 ..........................  17974
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames........................ .......... Indiana Hyb. 608C............... CoI?&
Rov Fanselow, Dows................................................. Iowa Hybrid 3553.................  270
. J. C. Horlacher, Storm Lake................... .............. .. Mellowdent 96A................... 200
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'■ ú¡ i
*101.47 94.38 90.3 31.7 0 .0 1.9 3.8 0.3 7.0 *Genetics Section, Ames........................................ ...3 3 3 4  x 3335 .......................... Exp.
101.33 90.64 79.4 27.3 0 .4 0 .4 3.3 0 .4 6.5 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction.......................... . . .  Turner S 55........................... 2327
101.16 87.59 72.8 23.4 6.5 0 .4 3 .0 0 .4 0 .0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................ . . .  Iowa Hybrid 306................. , Comp.
100.70 86.63 70.8 23.9 2 .4 0 .0 2.8 0 .4 2.6 Chas. J. Cornelius, Bellevue.............................. 260
100.60 85.90 71.7 23.5 3.1 0 .4 3 .0 0.0 0 .8 Jacobsen Hybrid Corn Co., Lake View........... . .  . J-39......................................... 1200
100.39 85.06 72.5 23.1 0 .0 0 .0 2.5 0 .0 3 .6 Gilbert Cornelius, Bellevue................................ . . .  C . 40........................................ 55
100.00 85.19 69.4 22.9 5 .6 0 .0 2.8 0.8 0.7 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111........... . .  .G -16........................................ 5790
99.21 84.56 75.0 22.9 7.0 1.5 3.2 0 .0 1.3 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah................. . . .1 1 6 ........................................... 2800
99.15 85.78 76.9 27.3 2.2 0.7 3.2 0 .4 0.1 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah................. . . .1 0 0 R ....................................... 2000
*99.04 86.52 71.4 28.7 1.6 0.8 3.3 0 .4 0.5 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa................... Exp.
98.93 82.57 66.1 23.9 0.8 0 .0 2.7 0 .0 0.8 O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand........................ 900
98.77 84.22 71.9 23.4 8.9 0 .0 3.2 0 .0 1.2 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111............... . .  .Bear Hybrid OK-24........... 1100
98.00 83.42 75.8 24.2 5.5 0.7 3.2 0 .4 3 .4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................ . . .  Iowa Hybrid 939............... . Comp.
97.94 84.08 74.4 26.4 6.3 0 .0 3 .0 0.0 0/8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................ . .  .Illinois Hybrid 751........... . Comp.
97.93 83.38 66.1 25.9 0 .4 0 .4 3 .0 0 .0 5.1 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad....................... . . .C57........................................ 3800
*97.58 85.69 70.0 30.2 2 .4 0.5 3 .6 0 .0 2.8 ♦Michael Leonard Cb., Sioux City..................... Exp.
97.55 83.07 66.9 27.3 2.1 0 .4 3.7 0 .0 1.1 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111........... . .  . G -37.. .................................... 9750
96.54 81.67 68.3 27.8 1.2 0.4 3.3 0 .0 2 .0 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.. . . .  .Farmers 488................. . 2951
96.36 83.71 64.2 28.7 2.6 0.9 3 .0 0.0 6.6 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont................... .. '. 118M...................................... 5000
96.08 79.00 63.6 25.9 0 .0 0.4 3 .0 0 .0 1.1 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa................... . .  .Reid National 118R........... 7287
*95.99 79.06 65.3 24.6 4.7 0 .4 3.2 0.0 0.6 *Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa........................... . . . 1941............................ ............ Exp.
95.94 78.11 58.3 24.6 1.4 0.5 3 .0 0 .0 0.6 Feldcorn Co., Breda............................................. . . .Feldcorn 853 A .................... 400
95.77 79.20 74.4 24.2 6 .0 1.1 3 .0 0 .4 1.2 Clyde Black & Son, Ames................................... 1050
95.47 78.55 68.3 25.1 3.7 0 .4 3 .0 0 .4 1.4 Clyde Black & Son, Ames................................... . . . 939A...................................... 1775
93.44 77.43 60.8 29.2 2.7 0.9 3.5 0 .0 0.5 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont................... . .  . 977M.................................... 1200
93.38 79.01 61.1 31.7 0.5 0.5 3.3 0 .0 3.1 Lowe Seed Co., Aroma Park, 111........................ . .  .Lowe Improved Hyb. 520. 10000
*92.72 75.13 59.2 28.2 2 .4 0.0 3.0 0 .0 0.5 ♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames..................... . . .  Iowa Hybrid 4338............. Exp.
92.20 70.68 56.9 22.6 0.0 0.5 2.5 0 .0 3.6 Epley Bros., Shell Rock...................................... . . .  Iowa Hybrid 4297............. 900
91.73 70.79 55.8 22.5 3.0 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 4.8 Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind......... . . .  Hoosier-Crost F. 13........... . 8500
90.92 67.94 56.7 22.2 1.8 0 .0 2.6 0 .0 1.4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................ . Comp
90.57 68.73 57.5 22.3 4.8 1.5 3 .0 0 .0 1.8 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa........................... .. .1 9 4 2 ....................................... . 1500
77.61 50.21 40.8 24.2 13.3 0 .0 2.5 0 .0 4 .4 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids. . . . .  .Hawkeye M -10.................. 2000
77.58 49.50 28.9 26.8 5.8 0 .0 3.3 0 .0 2.8 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids. . . . 2000
70.62 35.38 18.3 25.0 4.6 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.9 Herman Hamann, Anthon.................................. 1500
86.50 72.7 25.2 3.2 0.5 3.1 0.13 2.2 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries. . . . . . .
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 7.53 bushels an acre are not considered significant. 
J Produced in 1941. „
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TABLE 19 RESULTS FROM DISTRICT SEVEN, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT















Ear ears corn 
ht. pet. . pet.
'"Ì07.71 98.25 88.3 25.7 0 .0 0 .6 3 .7 0 .0 0 .4
106.68 96.27 88.3 23.8 0 .0 0 .6 3 .0 0 .0 5 .0
105.44 97.13 88.9 28.9 0 .0 2.5 3 .7 . 0 .0 0 .4
104.71 92.66 86.1 24.5 0 .0 1.9 3.3 0 .0 1.3
104.67 95.40 88.9 28.4 0 .0 2.5 3.3 0 .0 0 .4
104.52 96.74 88.3 28.4 0 .0 8.5 4 .0 0 .0 0.2
104.45 94.65 92.2 27.9 0 .0 0 .6 3.3 0 .0 2.4
104.35 97.25 87.2 31.3 0 .6 0 .6 3 .0 0.0 2.6
104.35 96.28 87.2 28.0 0 .0 6 .4 3.7 0 .0 2.9
104.32 94.14 84.4 26.1 0 .0 2.6 4 .0 0 .0 4.2
104.10 93.30 85.0 26.6 , 0 .0 1.3 3.3 0 .0 2.5
104.07 95.32 86.1 30.3 0 .0 0.7 4 .0 0 .0 0.7
104.02 91.64 85.6 24.8 1.3 1.3 3 .0 0 .0 0.5
103.99 92.33 86.1 24.4 0.7 3 .9 3.3 0 .0 2.4
103.47 96.28 90.0 30.3 0 .0 3.1 4 .0 0 .0 5.7
103.36 92.81 83.9 27.0 0 .0 3.3 3.7 0 .0 2.4
103.05 93.99 85.6 30.8 0 .0 0 .7 4 .0 0 .0 1.0
102.72 88.06 77.2 22.7 0 .0 3 .6 3 .0 0 .0 0.5
*102.51 86.99 84.4 22.6 0 .0 0 .7 3 .0 o.o 1.2
102.10 91.62 85.6 28.9 0 .0 3.3 3.7 0 .0 1.0
102.07 88.27 80.0 24.8 0 .7 1.4 3 .0 0 .0 1.3
101.96 92.12 89.4 28.9 1.2 4 .4 3.3 0 .6 0.8
101.69 91.49 83.9 29.4 0 .0 4 .6 3.7 0 .0 0 .4
101.68 92.15 92.2 31.3 0 .0 1.2 3.3 0 .0 1.2
*101.38 85.40 78.3 23.0 1.4 0 .0 3.0 0 .0 0 .8
101.16 89.10 . 82.8 28.0 0 .0 3 .4 3.7 0 .0 0.2
101.10 89.25 > 82.8 28.4 0 .0 2.7 3.3 0 .0 0.7
100.82 90.29 77.8 29.8 0 .0 2.9 3.7 0 .0 2 .4
*100.7* 90.60 79.4 30.8 0 .0 2 .8 3.3 0 .0 1.0
100.76 89.07 87.2 29.4 0 .0 1.3 3 .0 0 .0 1.0
Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
Ames Seed Farms, Ames........................................... Iowa Hybrid 4020................
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines............... Pioneer 339 ............................  1062
Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville.......................Dockendorff 1 3 . . . . ............... 625
Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................. 18-H ....................................... 650
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., HamptoH..........Farmers 555...........................  3150
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville........................ ...................U. S. Hybrid 13....................  3000
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, I'll................. G-104........................................ 201
Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................218-H........................................ 725
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............................... Turner S 52 ............................  1736
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................ Imp. 118-H.............................  5000
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.........................J24M -• v  v_r i ; .....................  £222
Clyde Black & Son, Ames.............................. ..........U. S. Hybrid 13 ................... 2900
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart................... Iowa Hybrid 4020 ................  475
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................ACE 395.................................  1600
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................ACE 193.................................  1500
Roland Holden, Williamsburg............ .....................124-H........................................ ,„ !222
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................G -94.. ...................................... 122950
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind................Hoosier-Crost F .1 4 .............. 20000
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.......................... Iowa Hybrid 4284.................  Exp.
Clarence Meyer, Winterset..................................... .. Meyer 512.............................. 203
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 339 .. ..................  865
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa........................Reid National 126i................ 2517
Harry J. Lueck, Denison...........................................U. S. Hybrid 13....................  600
Clarence Meyer, Winterset....................................... Meyer 541 •.y  -.'••l................  £r58
♦Farm Crops 8c U. S. D. A., Ames.......................... Iowa Hybrid 4297.................  Exp.
• Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................G -1 6 9 . . . . . ..............................  £^£i2
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............. ........ ........ .Turner S57.............................. 277
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................ACE 133...............................
♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City...........................Iowealth B19.. .......................  Exp.
Clyde Black 8c Son, Ames.......................... .............. U. S. Hybrid 35....................  3245
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*100.72 89.04 86.7 28.4 0 .0 4.5 3.3 0 .0 0 .6 *John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad............................. . CL2. .................................
*100.72 90.43 86.1 29.8 0.7 3.2 3 .0 0.7 1.9 ♦Genetics Section, Ames............................................ .2489 X 2490.....................
100.61 88.26 92.8 28.4 0 .0 0.6 3.7 0 .0 2 .4 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111.................... . Bear Hybrid OK-40. . . . . .  12Ó0
100.49 89.38 82.2 30.8 0 .0 0.7 3.3 0 .0 0 .6 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont........................ . 117M................................ . . .  850
99.87 86.63 75.6 28.0 0.7 0.7 3.3 0 .0 1.4 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ . G-37.................................. . . .  9750
99.86 88.54 83.3 25.7 0 .0 14.7 4 .0 0 .0 1.4 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... . 129L.................................. . . .  2400
*99.33 92.52 90.0 36.5 0.0 1.2 3 .0 0.0 3 .6 ♦Genetics Section, Ames............................................ .3314 X 3315 ....................
99.08 91.04 86.7 33.9 3.9 1.3 3.0 0 .0 2.9 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 313D................. . . .  1964
98.55 84.60 81.7 27.5 1.4 3 .4 3.3 0 .0 0.5 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1908.................................. 500
98.50 85.87 81.1 27.0 0 .0 6.9 3.3 0 .0 4.8 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton......... . Farmers 509................... . . .  1391
98.47 87.75 83.3 30.8 1.3 6.7 4 .0 0 .0 0.3 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111............................ .Null N -42........................ . . .  5320
98.37 86.16 77.8 31.3 0 .0 1.4 4 .0 0 .0 0 .4 Paul L. McKinney, Woodbine............................... .U . S. Hybrid 13............. 550
*98.10 85.19 79.4 29.4 0 .0 2.8 3.0 0 .0 2 .4 ♦Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111............................ .Null N-6S........................
97.82 88.58 79.4 27.9 0 .0 22.4 4 .0 0 .0 1.0 O. W. Johnson & Son, LeGrand............................ .Iowa Hybrid 3110......... t97.47 85.46 78.3 30.8 0.7 4.3 3.3 0.7 0.8 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville......................................... . Illinois Hybrid 2 0 1 . . . . 750
*97.37 87.63 83.3 32.9 0.7 3.3 3 .0 0 .0 5 .4 *Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. .Pioneer 304.....................
97.29 82.57 85.0 24.0 3.3 7.8 3 .0 0 .0 4 .4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Iowa Hybrid 9 3 9 . . . . . . . . .  Comp-
97.14 80.46 73.3 26.6 0 .0 1.5 3.3 0 .0 0.2 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1904.................................. 400
97.08 85.09 81.7 31.3 0 .0 5 .4 4 .0 0 .0 0 .8 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids.. Pioneer 300..................... . . .  51316
96.97 84.16 78.9 27.0 1.4 12.0 3.7 0 .0 1.8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..................................,U. S. Hybrid 44 ............. . . .  Comp.
96.79 80.91 83.3 27.9 0 .0 1.3 3 .0 0 .0 0.8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Illinois Hybrid 7 5 1 . . . .
96.50 83.05 73.9 29.9 0.8 3 .0 3 .0 0 .0 2.6 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah.......................... .. Maygold 49..................... . . .  380Ó0
96.37 f 84.19 77.8 32.9 0 .0 1.4 3.3 0 .0 1.8 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. .Pioneer 300..................... . . .  17400
95.81 80.99 80.0 29.9 0.7 1.4 3.7 0 .0 1.2 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah....................... . 135R................................. . . .  10000
95.65 82.18 77.2 31.3 0 .0 2.9 3 .0 0 .0 2 .0 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah.......................... . Maygold 59..................... . . .  8000
95.40 81.98 76.7 31.3 0.7 4 .4 4 .0 0 .0 0 .6 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad......... ...................., C21.................................... 980
95.27 80.40 70.0 29.8 0.8 1.6 3 .0 0 .0 2.5 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids......... .. Hawkeye M -14.............. . . .  2000
95.12 81.63 76.7 31.8 0 .0 ,2.9 3.7 0 .0 2 .0 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah.................... ...... .Maygold 39..................... . . .  2000
95.08 78.89 78.3 28.4 0.7 2.8 3.3 0 .0 0.8 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... .129-1................................. . . .  2800
*94.92 77.86 73.9 28.9 0 .0 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.3 ♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4338.........
94.26 81.05 82.2 31.3 1.4 2.0 3.0 0.7 5 .7 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111......................Bear Hybrid OK-116. . . 80
94.05 79.98 75.0 30.3 1.5 5 .9 3 .0 0 .0 2 .4 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.......................... 118M..................................
92.54 79.39 73.3 32.9 2.3 3.8 3.7 0.8 3 .6 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids......... .,U. S. Hybrid 13.............. . . .  1000
*90.42 73.02 77.8 32.4 0 .0 1.4 4 .0 0 .0 0.7 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.....................:. . Reid National 129i.........
88.18 82.6 28.8 0.5 3.3 3 .4 0.05 1.8 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 10.32 bushels an acre are not considered significant. 
t  Produced in 1941. ■ ' p-
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TABLE 20. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT EIGHT, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS: TEST PLOT 















Ear ears corn 
ht. pet. pet.
112.26 100.75 91.4 22.1 6 .4 0 .6 3.5 0.3 0.8♦111.08 102.92 93.1 24.8 11.0 2.1 3.3 0.3 2.5110.01 96.75 95.6 20.7 4.7 ‘ 2 .0 4 .0 1.2 3.1109.17 96.52 90.6 21.4 8.3 3.7 3.8 0.3 0.3108.04 98.10 92.8 22.8 13.8 6 .0 4.2 0.9 0 .0
106.91 94.79 95.6 23.2 10.2 1.7 4 .0 0 .0 4.2106.19 93.38 90.8 21.0 8 .6 8 .6 4 .0 0 .6 2 .0105.72 91.00 89.4 22.2 6.5 3 .4 3.7 0 .0 2.3*105.48 91.37 92.8 25.3 2.7 2.1 3.7 0.3 3.5104.80 90.24 91.9 22.2 10.0 2.7 3.7 0 .0 2 .0
104.30 89.59 91.4 19.9 14.6 3.3 3.8 0.3 1.8104.07 91.38 90.6 23.4 11.0, 7.4 4.2 0.3 0.8103.72 88.63 89.7 22.2 7.1 5 .6 4.2 0.3 2.5103.47 87.46 95.8 22.6 6.7 3.8 3.5 0 .0 1.7103.42 88.81 93.9 22.8 11.2 3.9 4.2 0 .6 0 .4
103.19 87.78 86.4 20.7 11.3 5 .8 4.2 0 .6 0 .8102.99 86.64 91.4 21.7 8.2 3 .0 3.7 0.3 2.7102.87 87.78 90.0 21.6 13.6 4.3 4 .0 0 .0 0.2102.72 86.13 85.6 21.7 6.2 5.5 3.5 0 .0 2.2102.57 87.40 91.9 21.1 10.9 7.3 3.8 0.3 1.4
102.43 85.98 91.9 21.7 10.6 3.9 3.8 0 .0 0.1102.28 84.88 88.6 22.6 5.3 3.1 3.7 0 .6 1.4102.26 87.26 88.3 20.7 13.8 6.3 4 .0 1.6 0.2*102.20 87.18 79.4 23.5 15.0 0 .4 3 .2 ' 0 .4 0.2101.82 90.70 92.8 22.7 24.9 2.7 4 .0 0 .0 3.7
101.65 85.50 89.7 21.1 12.7 3.1 3.8 0.6 2.6101.60 86.11 88.9 23.1 10.9 4.1 4 .0 1.9 0 .0 -101.22 84.65 91.1 21.1 13.4 3.7 3.7 0.9 0.3100.96 84.43 88.9 23.5 9.1 4 .4 4.2 0 .0 0 .4100.74 85.19 90.8 22.4 9 .8 . 6.7 4.5 0 .6 3.2
Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
Roland Holdon, Williamsburg................................. 218-H................................. 725
♦Genetics Section, Ames................................. ............ 2489 x 2490 ! ......................... Exd
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.. . . ; ................ ACE 133____ . " ! ! ! ! ? ! ! ! ! ! !  150
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................Maygold 39 .   2000
Clyde Black & Son, Ames......... ............................... U. S?Hybrid 1 3 . . . .  ’. ' .  2900
Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111........... .......... Bear Hybrid OK-40......  1200
C. Hudson, Knoxville...................... .....................Illinois Hybrid 201........ 750
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..........................117M . . .  850
♦Genetics Section, Ames........................... ............ . .  .3314 x 3315 . . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  Exd.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines...............Pioneer 339..............................  1062
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton._____ Farmers 555....................... 3150
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville............ .................... ...... .U . S. Hybrid 13...................  3000
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 124 -H ...................................... 1800
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction...............................Turner S57........................ 277
Harry J. Lueck, Denison..........................................U. S. Hybrid 1 3 . !  600
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.........................124M...................      7000
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.................G-37...................  9750
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.......................... .ACE 1 9 3 1 5 0 0
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah........................... Maygold 59____ ' '  ................. 8000
W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont.........................118M.............................................. 5000
Ames Seed Farms, Ames..........................................Iowa Hybrid 4020.................. 300
Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111.................... Bear Hybrid OK-116............  80
H- H< J urner- Grand Junction................................Turner S 52 ...........................  1736
♦Farm Crops & U. S, D. A., Ames.......................... Iowa Hybrid 4338.................  Exp.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines...............Pioneer 300 ............................. 17400
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 339...........................  865
Pay1 L- McKinney, Woodbine................................ U. S. Hybrid 13..................... 550
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 18-H..................  650
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........... ............ 135R........... .. ............ *' ‘ 10000
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100.72 83.31 87.8 21.6
100.19 84.27 91.1 22.2
100.19 85.35 93.3 22.2
99.98 81.74 88.6 21.7
*99.56 86.99 88.3 24.8
99.08 85.70 93.3 20.4
99.07 81.89 88.9 21.1
98.88 84.01 88.6 22.4
98.72 81.07 87.5 22.1
*98.63 8,5.80 91.7 21.6
98.60 85.25 93.1 21.4
98.20 82.25 85.6 22.7
*98.15 79.30 82.5 22.8
97.53 81.25 90.8 22.5
97.41 82.25 92.8 22.4
96.87 81.88 87.2 22.3
96.82 77.88 87.5 22.7
96.78 81.66 85.0 18.9
95.95 78.31 91.7 27.9
95.75 79.30 92.8 23.8
95.64 78.23 88.6 20.6
95.28 77.57 88.1 24.4
95.25 85.57 88.1 23.4
95.06 75.67 83.3 22.4
94.96 78.21 91.4 21.4
94.77 82.43 86.4 21.9
94.71 73.49 84.7 22.0
*93.05 76.08 88.1 23.8
*92.23 74.11 81.9 24.5
92.09 74.33 86.9 20.8
91.75 72.52 83.3 22.5
91.31 73.25 88.1 23.2
*90.94 74.15 82.2 22,3
*85.58 74.91 92.2 24.5
84.68 89.4 22.4
8 .9 5 .4 3.7 0 .3 1.2
14.3 4 .0 3.5 0.3 1.9
19.1 3.3 4 .0 0.3 1.1
10.7 3.1 4 .0 0 .0 0 .6
17.9 6.3 4 .0 0 .6 2.3
19.4 11.3 4.5 0 .6 3.6
17.8 2.8 3.8 0 .0 0.2
22.9 0 .9 3 .7 0 .0 2.4
9.5 3.5 3.7 0.3 5 .9
31.8 2.1 3 .8 0.3 0.2
27.5 5 .4 4.2 0.3 0.1
17.5 3.3 3 .7 1.0 2.1
12.5 1.4 3.3 0.3 0 .0
20.2 2.1 . 3.7 0 .0 2.2
19.5 8.1 4.2 0 .6 0 .0
27.7 1.3 3.3 0 .0 1.2
11.1 4.1 3.8 0 .6 1.4
26.5 8.5 3.7 2.0 0.2
9 .4 1.8 3.7 0 .0 1.2
15.3 8.7 3.7 0 .9 0.1
17.2 10.7 4.2 0 .6 0.2
10.1 9.5 4 .0 0 .3 1.0
30.9 16.1 3.7 0.6 0 .4
15.0 4 .0 4.0 0.3 0.8
22.2 7.9 4 .0 0 .0 0 .4
36.7 6.1 4 .0 0.3 0.7
10.2 5.3 3.3 0.3 0.1
23.3 4.1 3.5 0.3 1.6
17.3 3.7 3 .0 0.3 5.5
31.0 3-5 3 .0 0.0 0.3
23.0 2.7 3.7 0.3 1.8
24.9 4.1 3.5 0 .0 1.9
35.1 1.7 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4
43.7 18.7 4.5 0 .0 1.4
15.8 4.8 3.8 0.39 1.4
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty..
Clyde Black & Son, Ames................
Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa 
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah. . 
♦Miehael Leonard Co., Sioux C ity..
.........ACE 395..........................  1600
.........U. S. Hybrid 35.................    3245
.........Reid National 126i............  2517
.........Maygold 49....................... . .  38000
.........Iowealth B19....................   Exp.
O. W . Johnson & Son, LeGrand.............................. Iowa Hybrid 3110................  t
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................. 1908........................................... 500
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................. G-104...........    201
Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart.................. Iowa Hybrid 4020 ................. 475
♦John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..............................CL2........................................... Exp.
Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.......... Farmers 509...........................  1391
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................. G-94...........................................122950
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames......................... .Iowa Hybrid 4284................  Exp.
Roland Holden, Williamsburg....................... .... J. .Imp. 118-H..................... .. 5000
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.......... .G-169......................................  79740
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................. Illinois Hybrid 751.................Comp.
Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111.............................. Null N -42............................... 5320
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................Iowa Hybrid 9 3 9 ................. Comp.
Clarence Meyer, Winterset...................................... Meyer 541................   2258
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad..............................C21...........    980
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah....................... 129L.......................................  2400
Clarence Meyer, Winterset................................. • .Meyer 512.............................  203
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 313D........................ 1964
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids............U. S. Hybrid 13....................  1000
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames...................................U. S. Hybrid 44..................... Comp.
Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa...............; ............... I904- -------........................... • • „£99
Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids...........Hawkeye M -14......................  2000
♦Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111.............................Null N -68................................  EXP-
♦Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines...............Pioneer 304.............................. Exp.
Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind...............Hoosier-Crost F. 14............... 20000
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah............. 129-1...................................................  2800
Garst &. Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 300............................ 51316
♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames.......................... Iowa Hybrid 4297.................  Exp.
♦Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa..................... • • Reid National 129i ...........  Exp.
Average of all entries. ___  ________
00
vO
exper imental  entries. . . .  , . . , . ... .
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 8.91 bushels an acre are not considered significant, 
t  Produced in 1941. *
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TABLE 21. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT NINE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT






















114.04 107.14 89.4 23.2 0 .0 1.2 4 .0 0.0 1.6
111.11 102.63 85.6 23.6 2.6  . l 0.7 4 .0 0 .0 0.5
110.88 102.79 90.8 22.8 1.8 5.5 3.5 0 .0 0.3
110.08 100.66 73.9 22.9 1.5 2.3 3.3 0 .0 1.1
109.50 101.83 87.2 22.1 10.8 0.6 4.0 0 .0 3.1
108.99 98.49 87.2 22.4 3.2 1.3 3.7 0 .0 0.6
108.74 99.67 78.9 23.2 4.2 4.2 4 .0 0 .0 0.2
107.76 98.53 88.3 22.9 5.7 5.7 4 .0 0 .0 0 .0
107.61 99.27 81.7 26.4 0.0 6.1 4.0 0 .0 0.2
106.85 99.42 87.2 25.9 5.7 6 .4 4 .0 0 .0 0 .6
106.68 100.38 86.1 23.2 19.4 1.9 3.7 1.9 0 .6
106.62 100.16 77.8 28.2 7.9 2.1 4.3 0 .0 1.1
106.42 97.50 78.3 24.2 3.6 5.7 3.7 0 .0 3.8
106.38 97.47 75.0 24.6 ' 4 .4 5.2 4.0 0.7 1.7
106.25 97.07 81.7 25.1 2.7 4.8 4.3 0.7 2.1
106.14 100.10 88.3 24.9 7.6 13.2 4 .0 0.6 0.8
106.13 97.50 85.0 27.3 3.9 2.6 4.3 0 .0 0 .4
105.26 96.24 81.7 25.1 4.8 6.8 4 .0 0.7 1.0
104.98 95.96 79.4 28.2 1.4 3.5 4 .0 0 .0 1.5
104.42 94.40 80.0 25.9 4.2 4.9 3.7 0 .0 0 .9
104.26 90.36 74.2 23.2 1.1 1.1 4 .0 1.1 0 .0
*103.28 92.87 77.2 25.9 10.1 0 .0 3.7 0 .0 1.4
102.93 93.20 78.9 26.0 7.0 4.9 4 .0 0 .0 2 .6
102.83 93.02 77.8 26.4 12.1 0.7 4.0 0 .0 0.6
102.67 91.10 79.4 23.9 7.7 4.9 3.3 0.7 0.6
102.65 93.68 73.9 22.8 15.8 9.8 4 .0 0 .0 0 .0
102.42 92.23 77.8 29.1 5 .0 1.4 4 .0 0.0 0.1
*102.14 86.48 75.0 22.8 0.7 2.2 3.7 0 .0 0 .6
102.12 90.27 80.0 26.8 2,1 4.9 4.0 0 .0 0.2
102.03 92.63 73.9 27.8 9 .0 2.3 4 .0 0.8 1.6







Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111..................G-104........................
Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................................Imp. 118-H..............
Ames Seed Farms, Ames......... ................................. Iowa Hybrid 4020.
Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................. 218-H........................
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................Pioneer 339.............
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................ Turner S57.
Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames........................ .......... U. S. Hybrid 44....................Comp.
H. H. Turner, Grand Junction................................ Turner S 52.
, Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville....................... Dockendorff 13.
John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad.............................. C21.
Garst 8c Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Re
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville..........................
Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah..................
Paul L. McKinney, Woodbine.................................U. S. Hybrid 13.
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............................ACE 193.
Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................. 124-H.
Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty.................
B. C. Hudson, Knoxville................................
W . O. McCurdy 8c Sons, Fremont...............
W . O. McCurdy 8c Sons, Fremont................
Funk Bros. Seed Go., Bloomington, 111.................. G-37.
*John L. Clarke 8c Sons, Conrad...................... .. CL2.
Garst 8c Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Re ’ J ™
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines. . .
Roland Holden, Williamsburg.................................. 18-H.
O. W . Johnson 8c Son, LeGrand...................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.......
• *Farm Crops 8c U. S. D. A., Ames.................
Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.......
Harry J. Lueck, Denison...........................................U. S. Hybric} 13.
Turner S 52 ..................... . . .  1736
ockendor f 13.............. 625
C21................................... ___  980
Pioneer 339.....................___  865
U. S. Hybrid 13............ ___  3000
Maygold 49.................... ___  38000
, . . y ri  13............ ___  550
 193......................... ___  1500
, - ............................. ___  1800
ACE 133........................ ___  150
, Illinois Hybrid 201. . . ___  750
. 124M.............................. ___  7000
, 118M.............................. ___  5000
. - 7................................ ___  975b
• ...............................
, Pioneer 300................... ___  513Í6
, Pioneer 300................... ___  17400
. 18-H............................... ___  650
. Iowa Hybrid 3 1 1 0 ... . t
,G -94................................ ___ 122950
Iowa Hybrid 4 2 8 4 ... .
G-169.............................. . . . . .  79740
. S. ybrid 13........... ___  600
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101.98 91.30 74.4 24.2 12.7 5.2 4 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton........... Farmers 509..................... . . .  1391
101.89 90.85 78.3 27.3 5 .0 4.3 4 .0 0 .0 0.1 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah........................ 135R................................. . . .  10000
*101.77 89.77 72.8 28.2 0 .8 0 .0 3 .7 0 .0 3 .6 *Genetics Section, Ames............................................ - . 2489 x 2490 .....................
100.96 86.92 67.8 24.7 5 .7 1.6 4 .0 0 .0 0.2 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111..................... . Bear Hybrid OK-40. . . ,. . .  12Ö0
100.87 84.45 64.4 22.9 0 .9 2 .6 3.3 0 .0 0 .4 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111................... , .Bear Hybrid OK-116. . . 80
*100.86 88.99 80.6 29.6 2.1 1.4 4.3 0 .0 0 .0 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 129i. . . . . . .  Exp.
99.26 88.94 80.6 26.4 10.3 8.3 4 .0 0 .0 2.3 Clarence Meyer, Winterset..................................... .Meyer 512....................... 2Ö3
99.20 93.27 80.6 31.6 20.7 2.8 4 .0 0 .0 0.1 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 313D................. . . .  1964
99.09 83.02 66.7 24.1 1.3 2.5 4 .0 0 .0 3.2 Clyde Black & Son, Ames....................................... .U. S. Hybrid 35............. . . .  3245
98.86 85.46 66.1 26.4 3 .4 6.7 4 .0 0 .8 0.2 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah.......................... . Maygold 3 9 .................. . . .  2000
98.64 81.08 67.2 22.8 3.3 1.7 3.3 0.8 0.1 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty......................... .ACE 395.......................... . . .  1600
98.47 82.02 72.8 25.9 0 .0 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 2 .8 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Illinois Hybrid 751 . . .  . . . .  Comp.
98.32 82.90 68.3 20.9 13.0 3.3 3.7 0.8 1.9 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................ . Iowa Hybrid 939...........
97.20 82.56 71.7 25.1 5 .4 8.5 4 .0 0 .0 0.1 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... . 129L................................. . . .  24Ö0
*96.83 86.17 70.0 29.6 12.7 4 .0 3.7 0 .0 1.4 *Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. .Pioneer 304..................... . . .  Exp .
96.65 82.14 68.3 29.6 4.1 0 .0 3 .7 0 .8 0.2 Clarence Meyer, Winterset......... ........................... . Meyer 541....................... . . .  2258
95.98 78.09 63.3 23.9 2.6 4 .0 4 .0 0 .0 2 .4 Clyde Black & Son, Ames............... .'..................... .U . S. Hybrid 13............. . . .  2900
95.28 81.54 71.1 26.4 10.9 5.5 4 .0 0 .0 2.8 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... . Reid National 126i. . . . . . .  2517
94.42 77.11 62.8 25.4 7.1 3.5 4 .0 0 .0 0 .6 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111........................... .Null N -42....................... . . .  5320
94.14. 76.27 63.3 23.2 13.2 1.8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4 Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind............. . Hoosier-Crost F. 14___ . . .  20000
93.91 76.10 70.0 26.4 2 .4 2 .4 3 .7 0 .0 3.8 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1908.................................. 500
*93.35 76.87 66.7 31.6 0.8 0.8 4 .0 0 .0 0 .0 *Genetics Section, Ames............................................ .3314 x 3315 ...................
*93.13 73.01 60.0 23.9 5 .6 0.9 3 .0 0.9 1.0 *Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111............................ .Null N -68........................ Exp.
92.83 73.82 60.8 24.2 6.9 4.1 3.5 0 .0 1.3 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah....................... . 129-1................................. . . .  28ÖO
*92.57' 77.90 70.0 29.1 6 .4 9.5 4 .0 0 .0 0.2 *Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City............... ............. Iowealth B19................. . . .  Exp.
91.70 70.32 60.8 24.2 1.4 1.4 3 .0 0 .0 4 .4 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton........ .. Farmers 555................... . . .  3150
90.86 69.16 56.7 24.2 2 .0 3.9 3 .7 0 .0 2.1 W . O. McCurdy & Sons,- Fremont................... ...... 117M........... ..................... 850
89.56 67.63 55.8 24.7 3 .0 4 .5 3.5 0 .0 1.8 Iowa State Hybrid Corn Co., Elkhart................... Iowa Hybrid 4020......... . . . .475
*89.16 69.26 54.2 22.8 20.0 1.5 3 .0 0 .0 0 .4 *Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames............................ Iowa Hybrid 4297.........
87.45 65.59 53.9 28.6 4.1 1.0 3 .7 0 .0 0.1 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa...................................1904.................................... 4Ö0
85.46 60.82 43.3 25.4 1.3 6 .4 4 .0 0 .0 0 .8 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ .Maygold 59....................... . .  8000
85.38 61.62 43.9 28.2 2.5 1.3 4 .0 0 .0 1.2 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids...........,U. S. Hybrid 13............. . . .  1000
*85.27 59.44 51.7 25.4 0 .0 3.2 3 .0 0 .0 1.7 *Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames............................ Iowa Hybrid 4338.......... . . .  Exp.
76.51 44.91 29.4 25.4 1.9 3 .8 3.3 0 .0 1.5 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids........... . Hawkeye M -14................ . . .  2000
86.60 72.2 25.5 5 .6 3 .6 3 .8 0.18 1.1 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
J Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 17.01 bushels an acre are not considered significant. Produced in 1941.
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TABLE 22. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT TEN, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT

















ears corn . 
pet. pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
108.48 95.40 91.7 17.9 0 .0 6 .4 3 .3 0.3 0 .0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. .Ohio Hybrid C92..........
106.18 90.47 83.3 16.4 0 .0 6 .0 2.8 0.3 0 .0 Roland Holden, Williamsburg..................................,218-H............................... ___  725
105.54 94.49 85.0 18.3 0 .0 17.0 3.7 1.6 1.0 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty................. .........., ACE 193..........................
*105.28 90.49 93.3 19.0 0.3 3 .9 4 .0 0 .6 1.6 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa....................... .Reid National 129i . . . .
104.61 94.61 92.5 18.2 0 .0 24.3 3.3 0 .9 0 .0 Roland Holden, Williamsburg................... ..............,124-H............................... , . . .  1800
104.58 90.40 86.4 17.7 0 .0 11.3 3.5 1.3 0 .0 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty............. .'.......... .ACE 133................... .. 150
104.52 94.00 88.3 18.3 0 .0 20.8 3.2 2.2 0 .8 Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville..................... .Dockendorff 13..............
104.18 92.71 86.1 17.7 0 .0 19.4 3.7 2.3 1.1 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville......................................... ___  3000
*103.74 88.08 86.9 17.2 0 .0 9 .0 3.3 1.6 0.1 ♦Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City.......................... . Iowealth B24.................
103.47 88.25 85.6 16.9 0 .0 9 .7 3 .0 3 .9 0 .0 Roland Holden, Williamsburg................................ . 18-H........................... ’. . .
103.13 90.27 86.7 16.5 0 .3 19.9 3 .7 1.3 1.4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.................................
102.87 89.35 88.9 18.4 0 .0  , 15.0 3.2 0 .9 1.4 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. .Pioneer 336.....................___  86Ö0
102.58 88.31 81.1 18.5 0 .0 13.0 3 .2 2.1 0 .2 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad............................. . C21...................................
102.18 87.49 83.6 18.7 0 .0 13.3 3.3 0.3 0 .6 H. H. McAllister, Mt. Union.................................
102.18 88.78 84.2 19.2 0 .0 15.5 3 .5 2 .0 0.1 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction.............................. .Turner S53................... .
*102.14 86.50 82.2 mm 0 .0 13.2 3 .3 1.4 0 .0 ♦Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames......................... . Iowa Hybrid 4020........
101.95 88.47 83.6 18.3 0 .0 17.3 3 .8 2.3 0.2 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville......................................... . Illinois Hybrid 201. . . .
101.77 87.38 85.8 19.7 0 .0 13.6 3 .3 0.3 0.1 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Com Co., Coon Rapids .Pioneer 300....................___  51316
101.77 88.23 78.3 18.5 0 .4 17.4 3 .7 1.1 0 .7 Malone Bros., Atlantic............................................. .U. S. Hybrid 13............ ___  1704
101.08 84.15 85.8 19.6 0 .0 6.5 3 .0 0.7 i 0.3 Clarence Meyer, Winterset......... ........................... . Meyer 541.......................
101.07 89.43 87.2 17.3 0 .0 27.1 3.5 2.9 0.1 Comie Bambrook, Albia.......................................... .U. S. Hybrid 13.............. . . .  120
101.04 86.16 81.4 18.3 0 .0 15.0 3 .2 1.4 0 .8 Huey Seed Co., Carthage, 111........ ......................... . Huey H -23....................
100.99 85.90 82.2 18.6 0.3 14.5 3.3 0.7 0 .3 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111................ • G-94................................ ___ 122950
100.92 92.32 88.9 18.8 0 .0 34.7 3.8 2.2 0 .4 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames................................. . Illinois Hybrid 247. . .
100.51 86.58 82.2 17.3 0.3 21.0 3 .0 2 .0 0.3 Iowa-Missouri Hybrid Corn Co., Keosauqua.. . . Illinois Hybrid 201. . .
100.34 86.59 82.8 17.7 0 .0 22.8 3.5 0 .7 0.1 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont........................ . 124M..............................
100.04 85.46 81.9 16.4 0 .0 21.0 3.5 0 .7 2 .9  . Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa................................ .1950............. .............. .. . . . .  200
99.97 86.83 82.5 20.4 0 .0 19.5 3 .0 0.3 1.1 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Com Co., Coon Rapids. Pioneer 313D...............
99.96 84.42 • 75.8 18.9 0 .4 14.7 3.2 0 .7 0.3 Clyde Black & Son, Ames....................................... .U. S. Hybrid 13...........
99.83 84.55 78.1 19.4 0 .0 15.7 3.5 0 .0 0.5 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah.......................... .Maygold 39...................
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99.30 82.97 80.6 17.8 0.3 15.9 i  3 .0 1.0 0 .0 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa........................... . .  .1908.................................. . 500
99.09 82.23 79.7 17.6 0 .0 16.0 3 .0 0 .0 0.2 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames............................ . . .U. S. Hybrid 35.............
98.76 82.02 74.7 19.0 0 .0 13.0 3.7 0.7 1.0 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont................... . .  .123M ................................ .. . .  1700
98.49 78.98 78.6 17.6 0 .0 8.5 3.2 0 .4 0 .0 Harry J. Lueck, Denison.................................... . .  .Hi-Cal K. R..................... 350
98.06 82.50 83.9 17.8 0 .0 21.2 3.2 1.3 0.2 Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind......... . . .  5500
97.25 78.66 69.7 18.7 0 .4 10.4 3 .7 1.6 0 .4 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah................. . . .  135R......... ........................., . .  10000
97.21 78.76 74.4 17.4 0 .4 14.2 3 .0 1.1 0.2 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... . .  . Maygold 49....................... . .  35000
96.52 80.17 75.6 19.2 0 .4 17.7 3.5 1.8 1.1 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111....................... . . .Null N -42......................... . . .  5320
96.33 79.04 76.7 17.5 0 .0 19.6 3 .0 1.5 0.6 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111............... . .  . Bear Hybrid OK-108. . . 60
96.19 79.65 75.8 20.9 0 .0 12.5 3.2 2.6 3 .0 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111........... . . .  G-80..................................... . .  38630
95.96 78.76 79.4 20.5 0 .0 15.7 4 .0 0.7 0 .0 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa................... . . .  Reid National 129.......... 644
95.91 80.36 81.1 17.3 0.3 25.7 3 .0 2.1 0.8 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111........... . .  . G-169................................. . . .  79740
95.58 79.04 74.4 17.9 0 .4 22.4 3.3 1.9 0 .4 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111....................... . . .  Null N -62......................... . . .  1457
94.31 75.06 66.0 19.2 0 .0 13.1 3.6 1.5 1.8 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids. . . . . . U .  S. Hybrid 13................ . .  1000
*93.98 74.68 69.7 16.4 0 .0 18.2 3 .6  . 2 .4 2.5 *Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111....................... . . .  Null N -69.........................
93.91 73.24 74.7 18.8 0 .0 11.2 3 .0 1.5 0.7 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah.................. . . .  129-1.................................. . . .  2800
93.15 71.36 66.9 18.0 0 .0 10.0 3 .0 1.7 1.6 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... . .  .Maygold 59...................... , . .  8000
*92.66 75.83 75.3 19.5 0.7 25.1 3 .0 0 .4 1.2 *Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines......... . . .  Pioneer 304.......................
90.43 67.03 81.9 19.1 0 .0 7.5 3 .0 2 .0 2.5 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton.. . . . .  Farmers 688..................... 323
84.62 81.3 18.3 0.1 15.8 3 .3 1.33 0.7 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries of less than 7.79 bushels an acre are nor considered significant.
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TABLE 23. RESULTS FROM DISTRICT TWELVE, REGULAR AND EXPERIMENTAL CLASS; TEST PLOT

















ears corn , * , , , . 
pet. pet. Name, address, variety and bushels produced in 1942
105.56 96.08 90.8 21.0 12.2 0.3 3 .0 0 .0 0.1 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames.............................. . .  Ohio Hybrid C92.......... . . .  Comp.
104.93 95.31 85.6 23.6 7.1 0.3 3.5 0.3 0 .4 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.............. . .G -80.......... ....................... . . .  38630
104.65 93.95 90.3 21.0 8.3 2.2 3 .0 0 .0 0.5 H. H. Turner, Grand Junction............................ . .Turner S53..................... . . .  2064
104.30< 93.68 89.7 21.6 9 .0 1.2 3 .3 0 .6 0 .0 Malone Bros., Atlantic.......................................... . . .  1704
103.96 92.33 80.6 21.9 5 .9 0.7 3.2 0 .0 1.3 Harry J. Lueck, Denison....................................... . .  Hi-Cal K.R.....................
103.51 90.05 86.7 21.3 3 .9 0.3 2.7 0 .0 0 .0 Roland Holden, Williamsburg.............................. . .218-H............................... 725
103.46 93.65 88.6 21.5 14.7 0 .6 3 .0 0 .0 0 .3 Clyde Black & Son, Ames..................................... . .U . S. Hybrid 13............. . . .  2900
103.24 93.50 90.3 22.7 10.2 1.5 3 .0 0 .0 2 .4 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville....................................... . . .  3000
102.71 91.55 89.2 20.9 14.0 0 .0 3.3 0.3 0.1 Roland Holden, Williamsburg............................. . .124JH................................ . . .  1800
102.37 91.'24 88.9 20.9 14.4 0.9 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 Iowa-Missouri Hybrid Corn Co., Keosauqua.. . .  Illinois Hybrid 2 0 1 . . . . . . .  1400
102.34 88.49 85.3 20.6 6.2 0.7 3 .0 0 .0 0.5 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames..............................
102.32 92.58 89.4 22.5 14.3 , 1.9 3.2 0 .0 0 .3 Wm. Dockendorff & Sons, Danville................... . .Dockendorff 13.............. 625
102.29 90.72 88.1 22.4 9.8 1.0 3 .0 0 .0 0.1 Cornie Bambrook, Albia........................................ 120
102.21 91.04 88.9 22.1 12.2 0 .6 3 .0 0 .0 0.2 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah.................... . .135R................................. . . .  10000
102.20 91.22 89.2 21.3 11.2 1.3 3 .0 0 .0 3 .4 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa.............................. ..1950 .................................. 200
102.02 89.33 88.3 20.7 10.4 0 .9 3 .0 0 .0 0 .3 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont...................... . .124M ................................ . . .  7000
101.90 88.18 88.3 21.3 6.3 0 .0 3 .0 0.3 0 .8 Edward J. Funk & Sons, Kentland, Ind........... . .  Hoosier-Crost F. 18 . . . .
101.89 90.51 86.7 21.0 14.4 0 .6 3.2 0 .0 0.5 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty........................ . .ACE 133..........................___  150
101.74 90.89 92.5 21.0 14.7 2 .4 3 .0 0 .3 0.2 Roland Holden, Williamsburg.............................. . ,18-H ..................................
101.51 87.34 86.7 20.7 5.8 1.3 3.2 0 .0 1.2 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah........................ . .  Maygold 49..................... . . .  38000
101.45 90.66 83.3 22.1 14.7 0 .7 3.2 0 .0 0 .8 Hamilton Seed & Coal Co., Cedar Rapids. . . . . .U. S. Hybrid 13............. . . .  1000
101.36 89.69 88.9 21.7 13.1 0 .6 3.2 0.3 0.3 H. H. McAllister, Mt. Union............................... . . .  2000
101.21 87.18 85.6 20.9 6.8 1.3 3.3 0 .0 0.8 Huey Seed Co., Carthage, 111................................ . .  Huey H -23......................
100.77 89.83 89.4 21.5 17.1 0 .9 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6 B. C. Hudson, Knoxville....................................... . .  Illinois Hybrid 201. . . .___  750
100.72 90.19 91.7 22.8 15.8 0 .6 3.3 0 .3 0 .6 John L. Clarke & Sons, Conrad. ........................ . .C 21................................... ___  980
100.71 87.53 85.6 21.6 8 .4 1.6 3 .0 0 .0 1.4 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.............. ...G-169................................ . . .  79740
100.58 91.67 87.5 23.5 19.7 1.0 3 .0 0.3 0 .1 Clarence Meyer, Winterset................................... . .  Meyer 541.......................___  2258
100.51 88.23 84.4 22.2 11.8 1.0 3 .0 0 .0 0 .6 Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, 111.............. ..G -9 4 ..................................___ 122950
100.49 89.01 80.0 21.2 16.7 0.7 3 .0 0 .0 0 .9 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111......................... . .Null N -42....................... ___  5320
100.45 89.50 83.6 23.2 14.6 0.7 3.3 0 .3 0 .0 Eliason Seed Sales, West Liberty........................ . .ACE 193..........................
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100.13 86.19 84.7 21:5 8.2 1.6 3.0 0.7 0 .0 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ , Maygold 39..................... . . .  2000
100.10 84.99 79.2 21.2 6.3 1.1 3.0 0 .0 0 .0 Earl May Seed Co., Shenandoah............................ Maygold 59..................... . . .  8000
99.39 86.31 88.3 21.6 13.2 1.6 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames. . .'............................, Illinois Hybrid 2 4 7 . . . .
*99.30 84.07 84.2 20.9 7.3 2.3 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 *Farm Crops & U. S. D. A., Ames........................... , Iowa Hybrid 4020.........
98.72 90.29 95.8 20.3 33.3 0 .9 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 Iowa Agr. Expt. Assn., Ames....................................U. S. Hybrid 44.............
98.63 83.45 81.4 20.6 -8.2 1.7 2.8 0.7 1.8 Jas. R. McNeilly, Maquoketa...................................1908.................................. 500
98.63 84.89 86.9 22.4 10.2 0.3 3.0 0 .0 2 .6 Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines................, Pioneer 336..................... . . .  8600
98.34 84.97 89.2 20.4 18.1 0 .9 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111............................. .Null N -62........................ . . .  1457
*97.48 84.58 82.8 21.0 17.5 1.7 3.2 0 .0 2.5 *Michael Leonard Co., Sioux City........................... . Iowealth B24..................
*97.00 81.60 82.2 20.2 13.2 2.4 2.8 0.7 0 .0 *Null Seed Farms, Colchester, 111............................. .Null N -69........................
96.72 84.70 83.3 23.6 18.0 1.3 3.0 0 .0 1.2 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids., Pioneer 300..................... . . .  51316
96.36 81.18 77.2 22.9 10.1 2.5 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 W . O. McCurdy & Sons, Fremont..................... .... 123M................................ . . .  1700
96.24 86.58 90.3 21.0 31.1 3.4 2.8 0.3 0.0 Bear Hybrids Corn Co., Decatur, 111..................... , Bear Hybrid OK-108. . . 60
*95.84 81.39 80.3 23.1 14.5 1.0 2.7 0 .0 0.2 *Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co., Des Moines.............. .Pioneer 304..................... . . .  Exp.
94.90 76.36 78.1 20.9 8.5 0 .0 2.8 0 .0 1.3 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah...................... .129-1................................. . . .  2800
*93.74 84.92 81.9 23.1 37.6 1.4 3.2 0 .0 0 .0 *Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.................... . , . Reid National 129i. . . . Exp.
91.62 83.52 86.9 23.6 40.6 4.8 3 .0 0 .0 0 .0 Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rapids . Pioneer 313D................. . . .  1964
90.33 76.13 78.1 25.0 25.3 0 .0 3 .0 0 .0 0.7 Reid National Corn Co., Anamosa.......... ............ ..Reid National 129......... 644
89.35 71.10 81.9 20.7 23.1 0.7 3 .0 0 .0 0.9 Farmers Hybrid Seed Corn Co., Hampton......... . Farmers 688................... 323
87.80 86.1 21.7 14.0 1.2 3.1 0.11 0 .6 Average of all entries.
* Experimental entries.
t  Differences in yield between any two entries pf less than 8.37 bushels an acre are not considered significant.
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TABLE 24. DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND MEAN SQUARES FOR THE VARIETY AND ERROR COMPO­
NENTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND THE COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY IN EACH OF
THE DISTRICT TESTS IN 1943.
Dist. 1
D /F  M . Sq.
Dist. 2
D /F  M. Sq.
Dist. 3
D /F  M. Sq.
Dist. 4
D /F  M. Sq.
Dist. 5
D /F  M . Sq.
Dist. 6
D /F  M. Sq.
Varieties*..................................
Error.................... ............ ..
Coefficient of Variability. . . .












63 57.66  
254 9.56  
8.48%
63 210.99 
249 8.40  
7.53%
Dist. 7
D /F  M. Sq.
Dist. 8
D /F  M. Sq.
Dist. 9
D /F  M . Sq.
Dist. 10 
D /F  M . Sq.
Dist. 12
D /F  M. Sq.
Varieties*......... ...........................
Error........... .................................
Coefficient of Variability. . . .
63 27 .48 ' 
104- 8.18  
7.17%
63 36.09 











* In all districts in 1943 the differences between varieties were highly significant.
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
Regardless of methods used, it is not possible to determine 
relative yielding ability with absolute accuracy. Differences 
in yield may occur between two plots planted from the same 
lot of seed. In most cases thèse are due to differences in soil 
or differences in stand. For this reason, six plots of each 
entry were planted in each test field. Even with replication, 
differences exist which are due to chance. For this reason 
one should not conclude that one variety is higher yielding 
than another when yield test data indicate only small differ­
ences. Methods of calculation are available for determining 
how large a difference is necessary for significance. These have 
been determined for each district and each section and are in­
cluded as a foot note on the tables.
CORN YIELD TEST RECORD ESSENTIAL FOR 
CERTIFICATION
In order to produce maximum yields it is necessary to have 
seed that will produce a good field stand and a superior yield­
ing hybrid combination. Hybrids differ greatly in their yield­
ing ability and other agronomic characteristics. Some are very 
good, while many are average and others poor. The Iowa Corn 
Yield Test provides a means for determining which are the 
better hybrids. Only those hybrid combinations that have 
been entered in the Iowa Corn Yield Test over a period of 
years under a definite pedigree known to the certifying agency 
are eligible for certification. To be eligible for certification, 
their record in the yield test must have met a definite standard 
of satisfactory performance and adaptation. The producer of 
certified hybrid corn seed must conduct his production opera­
tions in such a manner as to conform to certain minimum re­
quirements believed necessary to produce superior seed.
Buying certified hybrid seed is the best assurance to a 
farmer that the seed he plants is the desired combination, that 
the correct parental seed stocks were used, that crossing was, 
properly made under satisfactory isolation, and that the hybrid 
is adapted and will give satisfactory performance.
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